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I Introduction and Aims 
In a very real sense this paper demanded to be written. 
Myself a resident of Concord by design rather than accident, 
I have been plagued by the fla t statement in my American Litera-
ture text, "Thoreau \'laS t he only one of the 'Concord group' to 
' be born there."1 A whole series of questions rises to bedevil 
me: What brought the others? What was t he combination of 
factors that made the town ideal for the fostering of "minds"? 
Coul d any of my own reasons for chosing a home in Concord have 
been valid one hundred yea rs ago? \~That was there about "little 
Concord" 2 that singled her out for the rare honor of being the 
touchstone of the American renai s sance, the center of the 
golden age in the new world, the seat of New England Transcen-
dentalis m, t he home of Authors? For even with the Cambridge 
writers in the balance, the group at Concord was to prove more 
univers a l under the test of time.3 
It is too easy to say, "Well , Emerson came, and Emerson 
brought t he others n. Without underestimating the treme ndous 
personal magnetism of Emerson's presence , or the powerful stimu-
lus of his "new" thinking , the answer is not a s simple as that. 
Some, like Alcott, came because of Emerson but stayed to love 
1. Ell i s, Pound, and Spohn, edd., A College Book of American 
Literature, New York, American Book Company, 1939, I, 740. 
2. Van Wyck Brooks, The Flowering of Ne\'1 England: 1815-1865, 
New ~ork, E.P. Dutton and Company , 1936, p. 210. 
3. Ibid., p. 530. 
v 
the town on its own account. 1 But t hey all sought and found a 
measure of solitude and a set of conditions ideal fo r the de-
velopment of philosophers and writers. It is this set of con-
ditions that my paper attempts to illustrate, borrowing heavily 
from the works of the authors themselves. 
By way of introduction, I should like, first, to enumer a te 
t he factors t hat made t he town peculiarly suitable for t he 
Concord group. In The Flowering of New England, Van Nyck 
Brooks brings forth the whimsical idea that Concord produced 
wri te ~s and scholars because she was fit for noth ing else. In 
a v ery real sense this is ture. The very natura l deficiencies 
that denied her the enterprise of a Lowell or a Fall River, made 
her more suitable for her Transcendentalists. 
In t h e day s of King Philip's War, the Indians had 
spared the town of Concord. They burned t h e neighboring 
settlements, Sudbury, Chelmsford , Stow, but one of their 
chieftains s a id, as t hey glanced over Concord from a 
hilltop, 'We shall never prosper if we go there. The 
Great Spirit loves that town.' Th is was an Indian legend , 
and one could well believe it. Plain, low, quiet, t he 
village had no obvious di s tinction. Th e enterprising 
Yankees passed it by. It had no port, no trade, no water 
power, no gold, lead , coal, oil or marble. The granite 
was better at Fitchburg, and even the Concord ice had 
bubbles in it. As wood and grass were its only staples, 
Emerson advised his fellow-townsmen to manufacture 
school-teachers and make them the best in the world. 
The village air f avored thi s , as it favored meditation 
and contemplation. The hills and woods, not too exciting, 
afforded a gentle stimulus to genial and uninterrupted 
studies.2 
1. Odell Shepard, Pedlar's Progress, Boston, Little, Brown 
and Company, 1937, p. 404 -
2. Brooks, op. cit., p. 252 . 
r 
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With a little introspection I can analyze my own reasons 
for returning to Concord. 
I 
We stumbled there by accident when 
l we were stationed at Fort Devens during the war. And the v-1ar 
I 
took us into many s trange sectio '1.s of the country, notably Nevi 
York City 's Greenwich Village, the "Cross-Creek 11 section of 
interior Florida, and up the right fork of Beaver Creek in 
eastern Kentucky. 
Perhaps b e cause it was our f irst home, or perhaps because 
1 our Concord landlady was the only one who sat down and wept when 
we ~oved on, at any r ate, when the war was over and we must 
1 choose a pla ce in wh ich to bring up our children, our thoughts 
I returned to Concord. Not yet acquainted with her celibate-
naturali s t's advice on the rearing of children, we had somehow 
reached the same conclusion ourselves. 
What right have pa rents to beget, to bring up, 
and attempt to educate children in a city? •.• The birds 
have more care for their young ,--where they place their 
nests --- It is folly to attempt to educate children 
within a city; the firs t stop must be to r emove them 
out of it.l 
We wanted our children to keep rabbits i f t h ey so wished, to 
consider a venture in r a ising chi ckeas to learn how to milk the 
neighbor's goats , and to be able to stand on the front porch and 
watch the cows grazing in the pastur e a t the end of the road. II 
We wanted t h em to live on a street with no sidewalks, to ride on 
! t h e school bus, to know that grass can be more than someone 's 
well-trinmed lawn. It can indeed be a wondrous hay field 
1. Francis H. Allen, ed., Men of Concord, complied f rom the 
Journals of Thoreau, Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1936, 
• 
I 
I 
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erf ect for hide-and-seek provi-ded a child be na tura lly tow-
eaded and conversant \'Tith grasshoppers . Hawthorne knew this 
dvantage of meadows too: 
The meadow when the grass was long was another 
hidingylace. Sitting there one afternoon with James 
Fields Lthe publisherJ and seeing one of the Concord 
celebrities passing by, Hawthorne said, peremptorily, 
'Duck!' and f orthwith spreed himself on the ground. 
And the two of them lay there prone, shaking with 
laughter, until the celebrity's footsteps s ounied 
faint and they dared to show themselves again. 
We wanted a kitchen garden, that the children might know the 
leasure o f planting a seed and watching their part in creation. 
!' Childless men," writes Hawthorne in "The Old Manse", if they 
ould know something of the bliss of paternity, should plant a 
d II 2 ee ,--- • And our Concord neighbors smi led indulgent l y at t he 
I ity farmers who, hea r i ng that onions came in sets like dishes, 
I ried to buy t hem accordingly; who buried their first year's corn 
ver a f oot deep, and t h en crawled down the rows in the half-dusk 
craping off t he soil so the sma ll shoots might find daylight; 
wrapped t heir to mato plants so securely in newspaper to f oil 
cutworms, that t he plants were potbound and had to be dug up 
nd unwrapped two weeks later! 
For ours elves we sought the easy pa ce of country living , a 
elief from t he pressures of city life. Bes ides this we f ound 
hat a kitchen garden can stretcn the food budget, a nd t hat an 
• Bdward Mat her, Nathaniel Hawthorne: A Modes t Man, New York, 
Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1940, p. 228. 
• Nathaniel Hawthorne, Mosses From an Old Manse, Boston 
Houghton Miff lin Company, 1854, p. 18. 
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;older-type house sufficiently removed from Boston was cheaper 
I 
than the new post-war home in a suburban development. lfle 
desired then, space for our children, a garden, an uncluttered 
l ife , and a ~asure of economy. 
Henry Seidel Canby, in his life of Thoreau, gives a ~ost 
lucid 
I 
analysis of Concord's advantages. 
I 
I 
Among the Concord celebrities, Henry David Thoreau 
••• v1as the only one born in Concord. The others were 
all drawn to the community by its peace, its beauty, 
its good society, its easy proximity to Boston, or its 
low cost of living.l 
1Later he adds: 
Concord had always been moderately prosperous. 
It was co ~mercially well situated , for the raw products 
of upper ~assachusetts and New Hampshire came down the 
trade routes through the town, which was just far 
enough from Boston to be an assem ~ling center. The 
river too originally provided transport, and later the 
Fitchburg Railroad made it a first main stop on the 
road to the west . A man could live in ~oncord and yet 
be in touch with Boston, and many did. 
To summarize , take the degree of seclusion they all re-
quired, add to this Emerson's very presence, my four reasons, 
Mr. Canby's five, and t he result will be a total of most of the 
factors that drew the writers to Concord. There are but two 
more to consider, and these I call unchangeableness and 
stability. 
1. Henry Seidel Canby , Thoreau, Boston, Houghton . Mifflin Campa I' 
1939' p. 3. 
2. Ibid., p. 11. 
ix 
Thoreau sensed this unchangeableness when he \vrote A \rveek 
the Concord and Mer r imack Rivers, and he described Lowell, 
city of spindles, and Cona tum, the ancient Concord fa rm. He 
found hi mself constantly returning to his native Conatum because ' 
When my thoughts are sensible of change, I love 
to see and sit on rocks which I have known, and pry 
II 
into their moss, and see unchangeableness so established.l 
And yet still in their twenties,the youthful voyagers could 
remember when Lowel l , the "giant weaver" was not yet fairly born 
Henry recalls when they lived a short time in Chelmsford and the 
1 "Manchester of America" wa s still sleeping . "So old are we; 
young is it. "2 
Concord was also permanent in another sense. She had roots ! 
and a history. She was well established and well integra ted; 
she had a respect f or learning; in short, she was not fronti e r 
in any sense. This wa s vital to the develop 'Tient of "minds". 
I draw on two of Thoreau's biographers for corroboration on 
1 
this 
i 
point: 
In an environment more primitve than that of 
Concord, at the frontier or even beyond it, such a 
temperament as Thoreau's might possibly have satisfied 
its instinctive needs without the concurrent develop-
ment of a philosophy, and without the consciousne s s of 
any necessity for social protest. He might have been 
a hunter, or trapper, or scout, or possibly no more 
than a merchant or surveyor to whom the recrea tions 
I 
of the outdoors were inevitable and unremarked. But 
Thoreau had grown up in an intellectual environment, 
he had been to college and developed an intellectual 
life . In the society of which he was a part, man was 
1. Henry David Thoreau, The Writings of Henry David Thoreau, 
A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers, Boston and New 
York, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1906, I, 374. 
2. Ibid., p. 85. 
I 
assumed to be, first of all, a moral being whose 
activities required jus t ification. What would have 
been on the fro ntier a merely normal, active life 
would be shi ft lessnes s and animality in Concord.l 
X 
True, Concord had her conservatives, but she was receptive 
o the new ideas especially if promulgated by such a scholarly 
nd respectable gentleman as ~ . Emerson. Canby points out t hat 
horeau 
might have made pencils, taught school, re-read the 
classics and walked in the woods f or a decade in 
Litchfield, Connecticut, or West Ches ter, ~ennsylvania, 
without ever 3Uess~ng that his time was explosive wi th 
such new thinking. 
I f I reorganize the list of advantages gleaned from t hese 
everal sources, and dovetail t he ones that overlap, the result 
auld look like this: 
1. Lack of Enterprise or Dis tinction 
2. Solitude or Seclusion 
3. Uncluttered or Simple Life 
a garden 
b proximity to nature 
c room for children 
4. Peace 
5. Beauty 
6. Good society 
a presence of Emers on 
b town's respect f or intellectuals 
7. Easy proximity to Boston 
8. Low Cost of Living, or Economy 
9. Unchangeableness 
10. Stability (in contrast to the 
i. Joseph Wood Krutch, Henry David Thoreau, 
Letters Series, New York, William Sloane 
• Canby, op. cit., p. 87. 
frontier) 
the American Men of 
Associates, Inc.,l948 
p. 61. 
I' 
xi 
My aim in the body of this paper will be to give a compos it 
picture o f the town a century ago, by piecing together t he 11 
occasional glimpses a s f iltered t hrough the writings of Emerson, 
I lcott, Thoreau, and Hawthar.ne. Li itations of time and s cope 
I 
estrict ~e to thes e f our, though many are the tempta tions to 
all the Concord worthies, staunch separate personalities 
I would hesitate to dub any one the most individual of 
group . 
The f i rst step in assembling the co~posite picture is a 
each differently. Delete all reference to the River fro m 
cot t 's work, and the omission would hardly be noticed, but 
hat a yawning gap would appear in the writings of Thoreau.2 
t is possible also for Hawthorne to look at the little Irish 
amlet near Walden and see a very different scene than Thoreau 
The diff erence is one of inte rpretation because the men 
re different • 
• Ralph Waldo Emerson, The Works of Ralph Waldo Emerson, 
four volu~es in one, New York, Tudor Publishing Company, 1937, 
"Nature", I, 351. 
~. Shepard, op. cit., p. 398. 
I· 
I 
I 
1: 
xii 
After a brief study of each man, I shall pass on to their 
1
impressions of ea ch other, a mos t illuminating aspect of the 
1 
subject, since 11 all the Concord Intellectuals kept Diaries" 
land in them r e corded intimate and candid appraisals of one 
another. Fault s were noted as scrupulously as virtues, and 
the men emer&~;e as inspired mortals, sometimes tedious, 
ar umentative, often too aloof---but mortals, with their feet 
on t he sandy Concord soil even thou h their minds are mean-
! hile contemplating the ideal. 
I shall then turn to their impressions of the town in its 
1physical aspects, t he famous landmarks as described one hundred 
I ears ago; following that I will turn to Concord's natural 
I 
!!surrounding s as so amply described in their writings; and 
!lastly I shall consider the townspeople, with a glimpse of the 
ankee character exhibited on all levels of the small society . 
conclusion, I shall attempt a critical appraisal of the 
mportance of the Concord scene in the body of American 
iterature. 
' • Canby, op . cit., p. 77. 
r 
I 
1 
II Transcendental Concord 
New England Transcendentalism was an outgrowth of the 
Romantic Movement in World Literature and the radical thinking 
in the Boston religion, or Unitarianism. It leaned heavily on 
the German philosophers, dipped into the Far Eastern stream of 
thought, and embraced Carlyle and Coleridge as brethren across 
the sea. It was the "newness" or radical thought of t he day 
and drew to its r anks reformers, visionaries, men of the future, 
1 world builders, and as always, plain cranks. 
1 The group at Concord incensed conventional churchmen with 
I that ultimate in protestantism, each soul's direct responsibilit 
to t h e infinite. They gulped whole Wordsworth's "Ode on Inti- II 
mations of Immortality fro m Recollections of Early Childhood.", 
and desired to recreate this intimacy between individual adult 
man and his maker. Original sin was rejected as "the soul's 
mumps and measles 11 , 1 and Emerson even went so far as to say 
that man was divine. Nature was t he clue to the secrets of 
divinity and the closer man experienced her wonders, t he nearer 
he was to the Oversoul. 
Closely allied to the Quakers' "inner light, 11 inspiration 
was a divine spark direct from God to his image in man. This 
was of course an individualistic philosophy and it tended to 
I 
produce lonely souls. Therefore when we speak of the Concord 
gr oup we are tempted to mutter, 11 when is a group not a group?" 
1. Brooks, op. cit., p. 200. 
Odell Shepard has expressed this very idea; "Here v1ere half a 
dozen Transcendentalists, each of them bristling with sensitive 
peculiarity, and each waiting like a stiffly separate lightning 
rod for a separa te flash to fall. "1 II 
Today perhaps we fail to catch the implications of "newness' 
in the philososphy. But one hundred years ago there were strong-
holds of Calvinism throughout the country, and the beliefs t hat 
children are born little devils and that only the whim of God 
can save any soul from eternal hellfire were f irmly entrenched. 
It is gratifying and not untrue to assume tha t we have assimi-
lated the best of Transcendental thinking and have moved on. 
Therefore today the impact of its "newness" is not fully realize~ . 
There are many popular misconceptions that surround the 
Concord Transcendentalists; the practical souls of today are 
ont to speak with derision of the Walden experiment, Fruitlands 
and Alcott's apparently complete disregard for the morality of 
oney. But before we accept them fully, we must look at what 
rest of America was doing at this time. As Thoreau said in 
is "Plea for Captain John Brown", "Others, craven-hearted, said 
ispa ragingly, that 'he threw his· life away,' because he resiste 
government . Which way have they thrown their lives, pray? •• 'f 
Alcott went to Fruitlands and Thoreau built his hut at 
the same decade that American men were to desert friends, 
and families to throw their lives away in quest of gold 
• Shepard, op. cit., p. 412 • 
• Henry D. Thoreau, The Writings of Thoreau, Manuscript Edition, 
Boston and New York, Houghton Mifflin and Company, 1906,p.417. 
I 
II 
3 
II in California. In fa ct men were chasing an Eldorado in the mart~ 
I 
1 of industry every day in the cities. Hell-bent for progress and 
the almighty dollar, America was e ~panding too r apidly f or ethi-
cal standards to catch up. And enmeshed in the social lag were 
the slaves of t he south and the immigrant laborers of the north. ! 
America needed a Thoreau to shout that the railroads were 
1 I 
riding over the bodies of Irishmen, to write, "Consider t h e girls 
112 II in a factory,... to question, But how do the poor minority 
fare?"3 
Did you ever think what those sleepers are that 
underlie the railroad4 Each one is a man, an Irish-
man, or a Yankee man. 
'What!' exclaim a million Irishmen starting up 
from all the shanties in the land,' is not this rail-
road which we have built a good thing?' Yes, I answer, 
comparativel~ good, tha t is, you might have done worse; 
but I wish , as you are brothers of mine, that you could 
have spent your time better than digging in this dirt.~ 
America needed an Alcott to harbor a runaway slave in his 
home, not an uncom.11on incident in the Concord of his day: "there 
arri ves from t~e ~ ryland plantations a fugitive to sit at my 
table and fireside, ..• 116 And later: "His stay with us has given 
image and a name to the dire entity of s lavery and was an 
impressive lesson to my children, •.. 117 America needed a house-
cleaning of Ideals and the Transcendental bro om swept clean. 
1
1. Henry D. Thoreau , Walden : A Story of Life in the Woods , New 
1 York , A.L. Burt Company, 1910, p. 102. 
12 •. Ibid., p. 152. 
3. Ibid., p. 37. 
4. Ibid., p. 102. 
5. Ibid., p. 59. 
6. Odell Shepard, ed., The Journals of Bronson Alcott, Boston, 
I Little, Brown and Company, 1938, p. 188. 
,. 
7. I214., p. 190. 
========-=~=-==-=~~-===========================~====~~ 
4 
It would be false to assume that the Concord group agreed 
on a systematic philosophy, or saw eye to eye on every phase of 
its "newness". Here again they were individuals and it must be 
!noted that 4awthorne was never a Transcendentalist at a11. 1 
'I 
There was too much of the Puritain strain in Hawthorne to 
!accept the idea that man was divine. He looked within the souls 
I 
of men and saw the hidden evil and sin there. It shocked and 
)repelled his sensitive nature, and his tales a re fUll of the 
problem of guilt, to be cleansed only by contrite confession and 
expiated only by earthly suffering and penance in this world. 2 
Since Hawthorne was a man apart , it would be best to con-
aider him f i rst. Hawthorne (1804-1864) was a Salem man, though II 
1 11he never assented t o Salem11 • 3 He was educated at Bowdoin where 
I 
he formed fast friendships, one notably with Franklin Pierce 
which was to be a main thread in the skein of his life. 
It must be remembered that he came to Concord when he had 
just turned thirty nine, after more than a decade in his 
Chamber114 on Herbert Street, where he labored withdrawn, 
11 Dis~al 
!imaginative, on the magic of his tales, some allegorical flights 
II 
of fancy, some 11 grim , weird 11 5 adventures in the supernatural. 11 
He had tried a n interval at Brook Farm, for which he was utterly 
1
unsuited, but on July 9, 1842, he married Sophia Peabody, hersel 
jlinked with the Transcendentalists by her sister Elizabeth who 
I 
had assisted Alcott in the Temple School. And they moved almost 
1. Mark Van Doren, Nathaniel Hawthorne, American Men of Letters, 
1 William Sloane Associates, Inc., 1949, p. 29. 
1 2. Ibid., p. 78. 5. Newton Arvin, ed., The Heart of Hawthorne s 
3. ~., p. 28. Journals, Boston and New York, Houghton 
• ompany , :1:9'29, -so:=. ====~=;t====== 
5 
1immediately to the Old ifanse in Concord. 
The Old Manse, which overlooks Concord's historic battle-
round, was built in 1765 for the Reverend William Emerson, who 
ent forth from its doorway to die in the Revolution. His sue-
essor, Dr. Ripley , married the widow and lived to a venerable 
ld age under its comfortable rooftree, composing t here over 
hree thousand sermons. It was there that Hawthorne was to 
I 
II 
rrite some of his best siories in the same study that Ralph Waldo 
~merson wrote his Nature. Hawthorne was never to reme mber 
r appier days than those th r ee years he spent in the Old Manse . 
In later life he was chronically bored. "He complained of all 
I he places he was in with one exception, the Old "vianse. 112 
Hawthorne , like his fellow-authors, had his financial 
~ifficulties, but his solution of the money problem was different 
than t hat of the oth er Concord writers. We know by his own ad-
ission that at the I-1anse he felt economic pinch. II But there was 
he garden already planted when he arrived,3 and the over-
lentiful fruit trees; 4 and the neighbors, too, were kind. One 
1 ight sell one's stories but it was a very different matter to 
weceive money for them. Many periodicals were slow in payment, 
~nd many were short lived a.nd f a iled to pay at all.5 He wrote 
I 
t 
I 
1· !D. 
Van Doren, op. cit., 
Ibid., p. 56. 
Nathaniel Hawthorne, 
Boston and New York, 
Ibid., p. 394. 
Mather, op. cit., p. 
p. 78. 
Passages From the American Notebooks, 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1900 , p. 376. 
167. 
ll 
6 
George Hillard, "God keep me from ever being really a wri ter for 
bre ~ d! If I alone was concerned I had rather st&rve ; ..• "1 
In his Notebooks he records: 
I ·ni ght have written more if it had seemed worth 
while , but I was content to earn onl r so much gold as 
might suffice for our immediate wants , having prospect 
of official station and emolument which would do away 
with the necessity of writing for bread ••. 
~am1h le the magazine people do not pay their 
debts ; so ~hat we taste some of t he inconveniences of 
poverty ••. 
\ie know ~merson , not a wealthy man , supplemented his income 
by lecturing, and of course his first and second marriages 
brought welcome family inheritances . ·rhoreau stripped his ne-
cessities down to the minimum s o that he might live the life he 
wished; and Alcott---well, the Alcotts trusted to Providence , 
and when she was bountiful shared t 2eir plenty , and when she was 
niggardly lived by t he mother's motto, ''Hope c, nd keep busy" .3 
But Hawthorne alone interspersed his years as an author 
with years as a political apoint ee, a public offi cial, al\vays 
loyal to his friend, President Pierce, regardless of how the 
politi ca l ~;ri nd blew in Concord. It is d i ff i cult to imagine the 
sensitive , withdrawn nature of the man f orced by necessity into 
the bustle of a customs house or a consulate . ~ut there was 
this dualism in Hawthorne, the ~an of affairs and the sensitive 
art~st; and it was as if when one was in the ascendancy the other 
was stifled. And although the man of a ffairs was dr2.wn av1ay from 
Concord for a time, the author ultimately returned . 
1 . Van Doren, op. cit ., p. 32. 
2 . ~awthorne, Notebooks, p. 418. 
3. Allen French, Old Concord , Boston, Little , Brown and Company, 
1918 , p • 121 . 
- ---=--=-= =- -
7 
We must think of Hawthorne's two stays at Concord as a 
frame to a life of such contrasts. At t he Manse he compiled the 
Mosses From an Old Manse, though some of the tales he had writter 
before in Salem; and in his j urnal he wrote joyously of t h e 
three-year Paradise t hey were experiencing . "It was his way, 
! 'escaping from the dark regie~ ,' of feeling himself at last 
lalive." 1 "'I never had a home before,' he confided to his 
notebook." 2 
It must be noted then that Hawthorne as a bridegroom at the 
Old Manse was a very different man from the Hawthorne who 
purchased Alcott's Hillside, and renaming it \'lay side, moved in 
May, 1852. But Paradise was not regained.3 Les s than half his 
remaining life was spent there. 4 And the last years of his life 
at Wayside involved an inward struggle. 
He had perhaps stayed away from his country too long, as 
Van Doren indicates in his biography· under the chapter heading 
" Man i;lithout a Country." In the spring of 1859 h e wrote to 
Ticknor, friend and publisher, that he wished some changes made 
in \~Tayside, but---"I am tied to it by one of my heartstrings, 
all the rest of which have long ago broken loose •••• I am afraid 
I have los t my country by staying away too long . 11 5 
1. Van Doren 0£. cit., p. 117. 
2. Ibid., p. 119. 
3. Ibid., p. 193. 
I t~- • Ibid., p. 192. 15· ~., p. 225. 
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Although he vTrot e a t Wayside the Tangle\"lood Tales and his 
life of Franklin Pierc~, which his neighbors tactfully i gnored, 
e was continually striving to recapture the mag ic f ormula that 
ad made his previous work so rightly famous. He labored dogged 
y on books that would neve r round themselves to completeness. 
nd he sought solitude like a hare, fleeing to the r etreats of 
is lone path on the ridge behind his house whenever an intruder 
resented himself at the front door of Vlayside. 
Consequently the picture of him in Alcott's Concord Days, 
ritten after Hawthorne's death, was a far different one fro m 
h e blissfully happy Hawthorne of the American Notebooks. The r e 
awthorne records the frequent calls of Emerson and Thoreau with 
obvious pleasure. But even there, on one page he might write 
sociably of visitors at the Manse , and on the next vow not to 
peak a word to a living soul a ll d&y. 1 
Finally in the spring of 1864, Hawthorne's restles sness 
eemed all-consuming. Family and friends decided that a journey 
i ght restore hi s vitality and composure , but he and Franklin 
ierce had been out only a few days when he slipped away, while 
leaping in the hotel room in Plymouth, New Hampshire. 
Alcott's journals of the period give the picture of the 
a n f rom Hawthorne's return from Europe until this last journey, 
nd through the eyes of this his nearest neighbor, we see the 
regressive advance of a stifling eclipse of genius, as we l l as 
he increasing withdrawa l from the society of fellow-towns men • 
• Hawthorne, Notebooks, p. 421. 
L. 
... 
June 28, 1860 
Hawthorne and family arrive at Bost on in t he 
Europa this morning, and c ome up to Hillside to dine---
himself , wife , and three children. 
P.M. ETJlerson calls and invites :ne to 111eet Hawthorne 
a t h is hous e to~orrow evening. 
Evening. We call at ~avithorne's, my wife and I , 
and see the ~ all. He looking we l l , and f ull of thoughts 
of Hillside and the repairs he wishes to make on the 
buildings and improvements generally in the groun~s . 
Asks my suggestions and counsels. I shall delight to 
assist him and build for him in my rustic way, restoring 
his arbours if he wishes . 
June 29, Evening 
Eat strawberries and cream at Emerson's with Haw-
thorne, Thoreau, Sanborn, Hunt the artist, Keys, and 
Cheney---a party made to welco 'lle Hawthorne ho .ne to Hill-
side and Concord ••• 
Come ho me w_th Hawthorne at half past 1e . 
July 1 
>-Iawthorne comes down the lane from a walk behind 
my house, and expres ses grea t admiration of my place---
house, grounds, and t he good keeping of all parts with 
the landscape . Wonders the artists have not been here to 
sketch . 
February 2, 1861 
Evening at Emerson 's; ••• 
Hawthorne never goes out . I have never seen him 
at any lecture. I have dined once w}th him at E~ers on's 
since he beca.ne our neighbor, and chanced upon him, by 
some ~istake, at his house occasionally. 
Februa ry 17 
The snow is melting fas t and the ground beginning 
to appear . I get gli mpses of Hawthorne as I walk up 
the sledpaths, he dodging about a 'wngst the trees on 
his hilltop as if he f eared his neighbor's eyes would 
catch him as he walked •••• 
9 
His avoidances have a certain reasonableness, nothing 
sullen or morose aoout t hem, and excite a pitying 
affection, as if he were their unwilling victim and would 
gladly meet you if he dared disobey the impulse that 
dogs him to solitude and study •••• 
See how he behaves, a s i f he were the foreigner 
still, thoug:~ installed in his stolen castle and its 
keeper, his moat s wide and deep, his drawbridges all up 
on a ll s des, and he secure with in from invasion. No-
body gets a chance to speak with him unless by accident. 
He never calls on any one, i s seldom seen out s ide o f 
his gate , and spends most of his time in h i s tower with 
book a~d pen and the s ola ce of t~e weed. Still he has a 
- --- ---,---=-~-=----
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tender kindly side, and a voice that a woman might own, 
the hesitancy is so taking, and the tones so remote from 
what you expected . 
November 21 
Hawthorne comes to my house and s i t s for half an 
hour, but diffidently, and as if he were wishing to rise 
and leave at the first easy pause in the conversation. 
This is the second time he has called since his living 
next door, and very likely to be the last •••• 
May 19-20, 1864 
ews arrives of Hawthorne's death, at Ply mouth, N.H. 
He left home a few days since, too feeble it seemed to 
me to undertake a journey, and had reached Plymouth, 
where he died yesterday morning. I saw him last at h is 
gate a few days before he left. He seemed unequal to 
meeting anyone, and I had but a word with him, he asking 
me if I was well only. I had my little grandson with me. 
May 23 
Attend Hawthorne's funeral. The day is serene 
and suitable for a poet's sleep •••• l 
Emerson's journals give his appraisal of Hawthorne's abilit l 
as an author, as well as his picture of a man and neighbor. We 
have noted above the fa ct that there could be no real me eting of 
minds between writers of such diverse aims and beliefs. And the 
!great orignal thinke r had not a very high opinion of the teller 
of tales . Te complains t hat there is no inside to Footprints on 
the Seashore , and says, "Alcott and he together would make a 
man. 112 We might conclude from this that Alcott was all inside. 
Emerson felt Hawthorne could not write dialogue3 and went sp 
far as to say Sept. 1842, "Nathaniel Hawthorne's reputation as a 
writer is a very pleasing f a ct, because his writing is not good 
1. Alcott, Journals, pp. 328, 329, 334, 336, 341, 363-364 & 364. 
2. Bliss Perry, ed., The Heart of Emerson's Journals, Boston and 
New York, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1926, p. 132. 
3. I bid., p. 143. 
11 
for anything, and this is a t .ribute to t he man."1 He felt naw-
thorne invited his readers into his study, and showe~hem his 
methods toe much. 2 
But of the man himself, Emerson had a high regard ~nd that 
U.s why he expected greater t hings of h s pen. He wrote in 1842: 
September 27 was a fine day, and Hawthorne and I 
set forth on a walk •••• 
Our walk had no incidents. It ne eded none, for we 
were in excellent spirits, had muc~ conversation, for 
we were both old collectors who had neve r had opportunity 
before to sh ow each other our cabinets, so that we could 
have fi l_ed \•rith matter much longer days.3 
And when the man died, Emerson was filled with regrets---
hat Havlthorne had not more completely fulfilled his promise as 
~n author and that the time h ad never seemed propitious for t h e 
ripening of friendship between them. 
May 24, 1864 
Yesterday, May 23, we buried Hawthorne in Sleepy 
Hollow, in a pomp of sunshine and verdure, and gentle 
winds •••• I thought there was a tragic element in t h e 
event , that might be more fully rendered,---in t he pain-
ful solitude of the man , wh ich I suppose could no longer 
be endured, and he died of it. 
I have found in his death a surprise and disap-
point~ent . I thou~1t him a greater man than any of his 
works betray , that t~ere was still a great deal of work 
in hi~ , and t hat he might one day show a purer power . 
~oreover, I have felt sure of him in his neighborhood , 
and in his necesaities of sy . .:1pathy and intellegence,---
that I could well wait his t me ,---his unwillingness and 
caprice,---and might one day conquer a friendship. It 
would have been a happines s , doubtless to both of us , to 
have come into habits of unreserved intercours e . It was 
easy to talk with hin,---there were no barriers,---only, 
he said so little, t hat I talked too much , and stopped 
only because, a s he gave no indications, I feared to exceed. 
1. Emerson, Journals, p. 182. 
2. Ibid., p. 219. 
3. Ibid., p. 185. 
-- ·...,..---
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He showed no egot ism or sel f -as s ertion , r a t her a hu-
mility, and, at one time, a f ear that he had written 
h i mself out. One day when I found him on the top of 
his hill, in the woods, he pa ced back t he path to his 
house, and said, 'This path is the only remembrance of 
me tha~ will r emain!' Now it appears that I waited too 
long. 
Concord formed a large influence in Ralph Waldo Emerson's 
life even before he renounced the ministry, and after a trip 
abroad, returned to t he ~nse to start a new life. 
Concord, November 15, 1834 
Hail to the quiet fields of my fathers! ••• Bless 
my purpos es as they are simple and virtuous ••• 
Henceforth I design not to utter any speech, 
poem or book that is not entirely and peculiarly my 
2 work •••• 
In the words of his biographer: 
During all but about forty-three of Concord's 
one hundred and seventy-nine years of existence, the 
preachers in the town's pulpit had been Ralph's ancestors 
with t he one exception of Ezra Ripley, but Ripley was 
the boy 's stepgrandfather and almost an Emerson.) 
We see from this that Emerson's ancestors h ad a vital part in 
the moulding of the town, wherea s the Thoreaus had no ancestry 
and no history in Concord, coming as they did directly fro m the 
Isle of Jersey.4 
It was actually the necessities of his father's profession 
as a minister t hat gave Emerson (1803-1882) Boston as a birth-
place. But there were frequent visits to the Manse when the boy l 
was young , a nd after the father's early death , the widowed Ruth 
1. Emerson, Journals, pp. 305-306. 
2. Ibid., p. 88.--
3. Ralph L. Rusk, The Life of Ralph Waldo Emerson, New York, 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1949, p. 47. 
4. Canby, op. cit., p. 4. 
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Emerson brought her brood back to the Manse to escape t he 
pressures of the War of 1812 upon Boston. Emerson's "Dirge" 
written in memory of his brothers Edward and Charles recalls his 
early impressions 
The winding Concord gleamed below, 
Pouring as wide a flood 
As when my brothers, long ago, 
Came with me to the wood. 
But they are gone ,---the holy ones 
Who trod with me this lovely vale; 
The strong star-bright companions 
Are silent, low, and pale. 
MY good , my noble, in their prime, 
Who made this world the feast it was, 
Who learned with me the lore of time, 
Who loved this dwelling-place!l {jhe Mans~ 
The square white house at t he road forks that we know toda~l 
as the Emerson house was actually his only real home. In a 
valliant attempt to rear and educate her family, Ruth Emerson 
moved from house to house, taking in boarders and always seekin~1 
a better situation in a different neighborhood. In his own year' 
in the ministry, Emerson had no real roots, but when he purchas~f 
"Coolidge Castle" in August 1835 it was to be home for the rest 
of his life. 
Writing to Lydia Jackson during their courtship, Emerson 
says he must win her to love Concord. She acknowledged it was 
"a pleasant town", at a very convenient distance from Boston, 
but then, it was not Plymouth. But Emerson recountered with "a 
fresh apology for Concord a nd its innocent river"; 2 
1. Emerson, Works, IV, 204. 2. Rusk, op. cit., p. 212. 
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Under this morning's severe but beautiful light I 
thou&~t dear friend that hardly shoul d I get away from 
Concord. I must win you to love it. I am born a poet, 
of a low class wi thout a doubt, yet a poet ••.• A sunset, 
a forest, a snowstorm, a certain river-view, are more to 
me than many friends, and do ordinari ly divide my day 
with my books •••• Now Concord is only one of a hundred 
towns in which I could find these necess a ry objects but 
Plymouth I fear is not one. Plymouth is streets; I live 
in the wide champaign.l 
It could have been any of a hundred towns, but the f a ct 
remains, it was not. And when in later life Margaret Fuller 
tried to persuade him to leave Concord, warning that it was too 
peaceful for a poet and orator, he reflected that changing his 
h ome would not change him enough to be worth the effort . 2 
Massachusetts, Connecticut River, and Boston Bay 
you think paltry places, and the ear loves names of 
foreign and clas sic topography. But here we are; and, 
if we will tarry a little, we may come to learn t hat 
here is best ••.• That country is the fai r est whi ch is 
inhab ited by the noblest minds .3 
Plymouth was streets as Salem was streets and although 
Hawthorne always liked a crowd, 4 could be alone in a crowd, and 
what is more used the cr owd in his novels almost as the Greeks 
used t he chorus, E1erson was at his best among the quiet fields 
of h is f a thers. He could write with sincerity, "I do not cross 
the common without a wild poetic delight, notwithstanding the 
prose of my demeanor. 5 Thank God I live in the country ." 
"Emerson beca11e a Concord man, and spoke and wa s felt to 
speak for Concord, but the silent Hawthorne, t he voluble Alcott, 
!I 
'• 
116 
and t he versatile Ellery Channing were only domiciled in Concord 
1. Rusk, op. cit., p. 213. 4. Van Doren, op. cit., p. 30. 
2. Ibid., p. 299. 5. Emerson, Journals, p. 88 . 
3. Emerson, l,•forks, I, 166. 6 . Canby, op. cit., p. 3 
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Emerson may have voiced heresies but he did so in such a lofty 
I 
and inspired way that Concord forgave him and f locked to hear him 
if only for the glorious tones of his voice---Th e Rhapsodist, II 
Al cott was to call him. Emerson was a philosopher Concord could 
ihonor because he behaved like a respectable gentleman. 
Perhaps the 1ost remarxable a s pect of this remar able man, 
at least fr om the vantage point of the twentieth century, is tha 
while maintaining a demanding lecture schedule and a successful 
writing career himsel f , he still found time and the desire to 
encourage others. He gave generously of his time and councils, 
gave helpful criticism to his circle of young writers, tried to 
ll f ind publis;J.ers for the i r worl{S , wrote l etters of introduction 
and sponsored trips abroad for them; and what is more he also 
gave t h em material aid from his own not always abundant store. 
Henry Thoreau he took into his household, and l a ter sent 
to his brother, William, for a stay in Staten Island. And even 
hough Thoreau claimed his site at Walden by squatter's rights, 
be reme nbered, it was Emerson's land. He was always 
I curing his generosity into t h e "bottomless pail" of the Alcott' 
'family straits", even contributing his part in the purchase of 
I illside for the family and sending Alcott abroad that he might 
xperience "a pure success 111 among h i s admirers in Alcott House, 
am Common, England • 
• Shepard, Pedlar's Progress, p. 301. 
I 
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Th i s encouragenent of a apiring writ er s was such a v ital 
part of h i s nature t hat when in May 1881, Alcott returned from 
1 is last lecture trip to the \'les t, the faili ng Emerson, his 
I 
strength and memory going fast, could ask if he found any promis-
ing young men. 11 His chief inquiry, and repeated, was, had I II 
found any new men in those parts! I could only reply, none, in 
is estimation of newness. 11 May, 25, 1881. 1 
Emerson was a powerf ul personality and genius, and it was 
atural that he should gather around him a group of e arnest dis-
'biples . But devotion took the form of imitation in many cases, 
II nd the Concord of t hat day was full of lesser Emerso~s, talking 
s Emerson did and even cultiva ting Emersonian noses. The town 11 
eemed to have overlooked t he fact that the only way to be truly 
~mersonian was to be one's self. 2 
Likewise Thoreau and Al cott have at t imes been accused of 
emulating the master, but scarcely ever Hawthorne. In his days 
1 t the Manse, Hawthorne recorded a visit of Channing's: 
He is one of those queer and clever young men 
whom Mr. Emers on , ~that everlasti ~g rejector of all 
that is, and seeker for he knows not what) is con-
tinually picking up by way of a genius . Sept. 2, 1842.3 
In "The Christmas Banquet',' one of his tales in Mosses, 
awthorne brings together all t h e most miserable of mankind at 
banquet table. He may have meant himself as Gervayse Hastings, 
oo cold and detached to take his place among men; but he also 
1. Alcott, Journals, p . 254. 
~· Shepard, op. cit., p. 263 • 
• Hawthorne, Journals, 231. 
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uite definitely included Emers on and Alcott among the unfortu• 
ates. 
One was for:nerly a clergyman, [Emerson{} enthus i-
astic in his profession, and apparently of the genuine 
dynasty of those old Puritan divines ••• But yielding to 
the speculative tendency of the age, he h a.d gone as tray 
from the firm founda tion of an ~~ient faith, and 
wandered into a cloud-region, where everything wa s 
misty and deceptive, ever mocking him with a semblance 
of reality , but still d i ssolving when he flung hims elf 
upon it for support and rest. His instinct and early 
training demanded so mething steadfast; but, looking 
forward, he beheld vapors piled on vapors, and beh ind 
him an impassible gulf between t he man of yesterday and 
to-day, on the borders of wh ich h e paced to and f ro, 
sometimes wrin ing his h ands in agony, and often making 
h is own woe a t he me of s cornful merr i ment. This sure l y 
was a miserable man . Next, t here was a t heorist,---
[Al cottj one of a numerous tribe, although he deemed 
hims elf unique s ince the creation,---a theorist, wh o 
had conceived a plan by which all t he wretch edness of 
earth , moral and physi cal, might be done away, and the 
bliss of t h e millennium a t once accomplished. But the 
incredulity of mankind debarring him from action, he 
was smitten wi t h as much gr ief as i f t h e whole mass of 
woe whi ch he was denied t he op£ ortunity to remedy were 
crowded int o h is own bosom •.•. 
But i n the sket ch entitled "The Old Mans e ," its elf a f rame 
f de scriptive beauty t o introduce t h e volume of t ales in Mosses, 
1 
awt horne is kinder . He speaks of "the wide spreading influence I 
~f a grea t orig i nal thinker, who had h i s earthly abode a t the 
ppos i te e xtremity of our village." 
His mind acted upon other minds of a certa in 
cons t i tution with powerful magnetis m, and drew many men 
upon long pilgrimages to s peak wi th him face to f a ce. 
Young visionaries---to whom just s o much of ins i ght had 
been imparted as to make li f e a ll a labyrinth around 
them---came to s eek t he clew that should guide t h em out 
of their s elf-involved bewilderment. Gray-headed t heo-
rists---whose s ystems, at first air, had finally 
• Hawthorne, Mosses, p. 230. 
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imprisoned them in an iron framework---t r ave lled pain-
fully to his door, not to ask deliverance, but to invite 
the free spirit into the ir own thraldom. People that h a d 
lighted on a new thou;ht or a thought that they fancied 
new, ca ne to Emer son, as t ne finder of a glittering gem 
has tens to a lapidary, to ascertain its quality and 
value ••. 
For mysel f , there h ad been epoch s of my li f e whe~ 
I too, mi ht have a sked of t h is prophet t he me ster word 
that should s olve me the riddle of t h e universe; but 
now, be ing happy, I f elt a s i f there were no ques tions 
to be put, and t herefore admired Emerson as a po et of 
deep beauty and auste r e tendernes s, but sought nothing 
fro m h im as a philosopher . It was good, nevertheless, 
to meet him in the wood pa ths, or sometimes in our 
avenue, with that pure, intellectual gleam diff u s ed 
about his presence like the garme nt of a shining one; 
and he s o quiet, so si mple, so without pretention, 
en~ountering each man alive as if expecting to receive 
more than he could impart. And , in truth, the heart of 
many an ordinary man had, perchance, inscriptions which 
he could not read. But it was impossible to dwell in 
his vi ci nity without inhaling more or less the mountain 
atmosphere of his lofty thought, which, in the brains 
of some people, wrought a singular g iddiness,---new 
truth being a s heady as new wine . 1 
Thoreau could write of Emerson with insight and humor with-
I 
'I 
I 
out the re verence and awe of Alcott. He perceived t he reserve II 
I 
and d ignity of the man and rea lized t hat out of his study and off 
the lecture platform Emerson could not do anything out of charac 
ter without seeming almost ludicrous. He could not for instance 
trundle a wheelbarrow through the streets . 2 II 
Thoreau is quick to see t~e humor of the situation when the 
abstract Emerson fails to recognize his own calf and drives it 
out of t he yard, or when he g oes hunting with Agassiz. 
1·. Hawthorne, Mosses , pp. 37-38. 
2. Shepard, Odell, ed., The Heart of Thoreau's Journals, Boston 
and New York, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1927, p. 114. 
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Think of Emerson shooting a peetweet (with shot) 
for Agassiz, and cracking an ale-bottle (af ter emptying 
it) with his rifle at six rods! They cut several pounds 
of lead out of the tree. 1 
And Thoreau shared his good-natured joke with the wits of the 
I town: 
Emerson is gone to the Adirondack country with a 
hunting party. Eddy says he has carried a double-
barrelled gun, one s ide for shot, the other for ball, 
for Lowell killed a bear there last year. But the 
story on the Mill Dam is that he ha s taken a gun w~ich 
throws shot from one end and ball from the other! 
Thoreau records differences with Emerson, returning home 
lpiqued fro m a talk. "Lost my time---nay, almost my identity. 
He, assuming a false opposition where there was no difference of 
~ opinion, talked to the wind .~ •• 3 But in general, his admiration I 
was genuine and manifest. And Thoreau himself could be contrary 
and rebellious at times as Emerson observed t he same spring. It 
is diff icult to place the bla ne. 
Henry is military . e seemed stu oborn and im-
placable; always manly and wise, but rarely sweet. 
One would say that, as Webster could never speak with-
out an antagonis t, so :renry does not feel hi mself except 
in opposition. He wants a fallacy to expose, a blunder 
to pillory , requires a little sens e of victory, a ro41 
of the dru~s, to ca ll his powers into f ull exercise. 
But on the other hand, Henry feels that 
Emerson h a s specia l talents unequalled. ·rhe 
divine in man ha s had no more ea sy methodica lly distinct 
expression. His personal influence u pon young persons 
greater than any man's. In his world every man would be 
a poet , Love would reign, Beauty would talce place, Man 
and .ature woul d har~onize .5 
• Thoreau, Journals, p. 305. 
• Ibid., p. 301 • 
• Ibid., p. 173 • 
• Emerson, Journals, p. 263 • 
• Allen, op. cit., p. 12. 
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Odell s :1epard has hit upon the key to the Emerson-Alcott 
friendship when he vvri tes, "Emerson admired Alcott and Alcott 
loved Emers on".1 Alcott's J ournals record how dear this friend-
ship was to hi ~ , with always the self-warning that he must not jl 
!press the association too far lest he lose everything. How far 
l
this diff erence lay in the natures of the men, we cannot de- 11 
ermine, but we kn w Alcott as sociable and warm, and Emerson as I 
i ore solitary and detached by nature. Surely a lifetime of aid 
I 
I 
and encouragement such as Emerson gave his friend, woul d bespeak 
a love few men share in friendship. But as for all-e~bracing 
earty inti'"lacy, Emerson did not have it to give ; "men are too 
purely ideas to him."2 
In his Concord Days Alcott gives a picture of his friend 
that fails to come alive, perhaps because he cannot separate the 
nan from the writer as Thoreau coul d. But he misses that warmth 
lin Emerson's works that he also missed in the friendship---and 
I 
bemoans "his pains to be impersonal or discrete as if he feared 
I 
II 
any the least intrusion of h i mself were an offence.'! •• He wished 
Emerson were "capable of abandonment sometimes in his books".3 
But, "such is the charm of his manner, that wherever he 
appears, the cultured class wil l delight in his utterances" ••.. 
l
and "he recites, as it 
1
total abstraction from 
were , behind a curtain, so t h ere is a 
hi~elf and it seems to them as thou3h 
they hea "d only the voice of the muses."4 
1. Shepard, op. cit., p. 409. 
2. Alcott, Journals, p. 98. 
3. Alcott, A. Bronson, Concord 
4. Ibid., p. 25. 
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Days, Boston , Roberts Bros.,l872 
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In Concord Days Emerson appears unbending and passionless. 
lt'He adorns all with a severe sententious beauty, a freshness and 
' anction next to t hat of godlines s, if not t hat in spirit and 1, 
I f f ect. 111 of his methods, likes and dislikes, Alcott has this to 
ay: 
If city bred, he has been for the best part of 
his life a vil lager and country man. Only a traveller 
at ti ~es profes s ionally, he prefers home keeping; is a 
student of the landscape, of mankind, of rugged strength 
wherever found; liking plain persons, plain ways, plain 
clothes; prefers earnest people; shuns egot~sts, pub-
licity; likes solitude, and knows its uses. 
No true picture of the Concord of his day would be complete 
i thout Alcott ( 1799-1888). For if Margaret Fuller and Ellery II 
banning are tributary, Alcott is in the main stream of Transcen-
ental thou~ht. Yet today although we all turn to the Essays 
nd Poe~s of Emers on, who but the student reads Alcott? True, 
is service was i n t he unifica tion of Transcendental thought, in 
\ he s timulus his Conversations gave to others, and in his life---
or he lived daily the ideals of what we now recognize as 
I 
merson's philosophy. "He lived at the center of the storm that 
roke in our Civil War . He was the one complete representative 
f American Transcendentalism."3 
Both friends recognized t he value of Alcott's brilliant 
low of conversation for bringing out the best in others, and yet 
is words became stilted and formal when t he man took pen in 
and . He can write truly, "My tongue was loosed at last and 
• Alcott, Concord Days, p. 28. 
• Ibid., p. 32 . 
• Alcott, Journals, Introduction, xvi . 
I 
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I erved my thoughts.~ •• but, "The best passages of life come often 
I 
n conversat ion and elude the catch of the pen."1 
By all practical standards, Alcott is the mos t difficult of 1 
he four men to understand in this day and age . He came to I 
oncor d a failure after the close of the Temple School· he wa s I 1 
stirrind o return to her a failure after Fruitlands, both deeply ~
crises in his life. And we ask ourselves how could this man, 
ver six thous and do l lars in debt when he arrived in the town, 
ast adding to this burden t hat he never in his lifetime hoped 
o pay of f ---how could he still spend his ~orning serenely in 
is study arranging his papers, his afternoon blithely instruct-
' ng his daughters, and his evening in Conversation? 
"No sane man, it see:ns probably, has ever shown a more 
2 
omplete indi f ference to money than he did." In our day when 
he vlell-rounded and well-adjusted life is held up as the 
tandard, Alcott seems a tragic mis f it. And because he is so 
' ften \'Tritten of f as America's '1!'. Micawber,3 there are a few fac s 
oncerning his amazing career that we should keep in mind. 
Alcott was born a year and a month before the turn of the 
9th century and yet was to outlive all of his three contemporari~s. 
is early schooling was as primitive as that which we commonly 
f ssociate with t he life of Lincoln, and we.s to make him always a 
for teaching refers. Of the four men under con-
ideration he was the only one self -educated. When Emerson 
• Alcott, Journals, p. 182 • 
• Shepard, op. cit., p. 225 • 
• Ibid., p. 108. 
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was graduating from Harvard, Alcott was returning from an 
! unsuccessful peddling trip, and the father was in debt $600.00 
for t he son's mistakes. 
And yet completely undirected and alone, Alcott was to 
1 find his way to Transcendental thought , and was then to come to 
Boston in search of a fellowship of "minds". 11 He was already, 
j without having heard of Channing, a Unitarian."1 "He was a 
Trans cendentalis t without having heard the name of Emers on. 112 
Whatever his methods, his motives were always unimpeachable; 
without t h e remotest thought for personal gain, Alcot t literally 
gave hi s life away. He was to become the "leader in the most 
purely idealistic movement of thought that America has ever 
I known. n3 
As Odell Shepard says r epeatedly, in view of the bare facts 
of his life we have to take the t e stimony of his contemporaries II 
t hat h e was truly a great man. Emerson recognized his great-
ness as well as his foibles. And without question we must count 
t h e mute t estimony of a lifetime of devotion, under most trying II 
circumstances, of a loyal wife and a family long since something 
of an American ideal in itself. For if Alcott failed in other 
projects during his lifetime, he did not fail as a father. 
"Our children are our best works"---he wrote, "if indeed we may 
claim them as ours, save in t h e nurture we bestowed on t h em. 114 
j1. Shepard, op. cit., p . 95. 
2. Ibid., p. 84. 
3. Ibid., xi. 
4. Alcott, Journals, p. 400. 
II I[ 
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It was Emerson who brought Alcott to Concord. They had me~ 
in Boston where Emerson visited the i l l-fated Temple School. 
"I hate to have all the little dogs barking at you,"1 he wrote 
Alcott after the school 's untimely close. "Only Emerson of this 
2 
age knows me, " •.• Alcott wrote in his journal. He found in II 
Smerson the echo of his own words.3 Indeed the master thought so 
well of certain passages in Alcott's journals of 1834-35 "as to 
paraphrase them under the heading 'What a certain Poet sang to 
me, 1 at the end of his marvelous little book on Nature" . 4 
Alcott was henceforth to live tvro-thirds of his lifetime in 
I an Emersonian atmosphere,5 and to inhabit four different houses 
in the town. When Alcott moved his family to Dove Cottage in thf 
spring of 1840, it was their twentieth or so home. 6 His three 
and one-half years at Hillside wa s a longer period t han the 
Alcotts had ever lived in one house since their marriage.? But 
Orchard House , purchased in 1857 along with twelve acres of land 
8 for $947.00, . is generally referred to as the Alcott House. 
Alcott was to learn to love Concord for herself . He wrote 
his wife from England: "Greatnes s abides not here; her home is 
in the clouds , save when she descends on the meadows or treads 
in the groves of Concord."9 
And by January 6, 1850, he was thoroughly converted: 
II~: Shepard, O:Q. cit., p. 197. 6. Ibi9:., p. 291. Ibid., p. 417. 7. Ibid., p. 421. 
3. Ibid., p. 206. 8. Alcott, Journals, p . 296. 
4. Ibid., p. 200. 9. Shepard, OJ2• cit., pp. 
5. I oid., p. 206. 316-317. 
lj 
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Concord is classic land; for here dwell the poets, 
the Americans par excellence a nd men of the future, 
whose names shall render Harvard and Yale , with their 
professors and halls, one day ridiculous. The names of 
a nerson and Thoreau and Channing and Hawthorne are associ-
ated with the fields and forests and lakes and rivers of 
this township, and here 3till reside the three first-
named of them •••• And 'tis at heart my own ho me . I must 
draw me closer to its bos om and my friends one day, for 
t h e cities cannot detain me long, nor the necessities 
that led me forth from Hil l side a year since or more . 
It were well to breathe its air and feed on its land-
scapes again. The town [Bostonfl is well enough, and 
yields its own proper enjoyments, and I find great con-
tent in it; yet though the mind be a citizen, and love 
the urbanities as good and native and fit in their 
season, she delights t h e more in what Nature spreads 
abroad, and is still a countryman at heart •••• l 
Hawthorne wrote of Alcott, "There was no man whose mere 
presence the language of whose look and manner wrought such an 
2 impression." But we have already seen his estimate of Alcott's 
theories in "The Christmas Banquet". 
The last years of Hawthorne's residence in Conco r d, spent 
next door to the Alcotts, were not happy ones for the gloomy 
novelist, and it is understandable that he might have found it 
"quite impossible to live on neighborly terms with Mrs. Alcott.'.3 
ut in t h e fall of 1860, at work on Dr. Grimshaw's Secret, when 
awthorne sketches 'llhe Lord of Braithwaite Hal l , he is "in 
igure, Mr . Alcott."4 
We know that Dr. Grimshaw's Secret underwent many changes 
nd revisions however, and in the finally published form which 
Alcott, Journals, p. 220. 
Ibid., xvi. 
Shepard, op. cit., p. 351. 
Van Doren, op. cit., p. 241. 
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appeared after Hawthorne's death the character seems to have 
picked up Italian blood. The dark eyes in his Lordsh ip were 
foreign to Alcott but perhaps an echo remains of his dignified 
manner and eloquent s peech. 
It might be in great measure his f a ce, so thin 
and refined, and intellectual without f eeling ; his voice , 
which had melody, but not heartines s; his manners, which 
were not simple by nature, but by art;---1 
Thoreau writes admiringly of Alcott in his Walden: 
I think that he should keep a caravansary, on the 
world's highway, where philosophers of a ll nations might 
put up, and on his sign should be printed: 'Entertainment 
for Man, and not for his beast. Enter ye that have 
leisure and a quiet mind, who earnestly seek the right 
road.' He is perhaps the sanest man, and has the fewest 
crotchets, of any I chance to know; the sa ne yesterday 
and tomorrow •••• A blue-robed man, who fittest roof ia 
the over-arching sky , which r eflects his serenity . I do 
not see hov1 he can ever die; Nature cannot spare him.2 
Emerson knew Alcott as a great man, but found him so metimes 
a xing; but what friendship is t here that does not pall at t imes? l 
v1rote Carlyle, "Alcott is a great man, and was made for what 
greatest •••• "3 but on November 21, 1841, he mutters to his 
ournal, "A. is a tedious archangel. 114 His admiration of t h is 
alkative genius is always te mpered with reservations. He knows 
~lcott 's fountain of thought to be stimulat i ng , but oftenti 'Ties ,, 
~epetit i ous. 
=-------====il-
May 19, 1837. 
I see plainly that I conversed with the most 
extrordinary man and highest genius of t h e time. He 
is a Man ••• 
• Nathaniel Hawthorne, Dr. Grimshaw's Secret: A Romance , Boston 
a nd New York, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1910, p. 328 • 
• Thoreau, Walden, p. 302 • 
• Shepard, o • cit., p . 319. 4. Emers on Journals 
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He is, to be sure monotonous, you may sa , one gets 
tired of t he uniformity,---he will not be amused, he 
never car~s for the plea sant side of things , but always 
truth.~ •• 
!Emerson can write, "Alcott sees t he law of man truer and farther 
t han any one ever did.~. but then cancels out the praise with 11 
t h e observation, 11 I do not want any more such persons to exist.•r4 
On his part, Al cott at times found Emerson too dominant in 
his attitude,3 too reticent to reveal his true self.4 One canno 
I expe ct everything even in a Transcendental friendshi p . But in II 
!the total picture, Emerson's admiration was genuine and definite. 
June 1871 he listed Alcott among "my men11 ,5 and he was in :nost 
illustrious company for t he list included the great men of the 
age. 
Henry Thoreau (1817-1862) was Concord 's bad boy. He always 
did t h e unexpected; he wa s contrary ; h e was perverse. He gradu-
ated from Harvard but declared his diploma not worth the 
I 
parchment it \vas written on, and he subsequently behaved as un- ~~ 
like a scholar and a gentleman as he could manage . He refused 
to follow any accredited profession, content to be the town 's 
handy man so long as he could have le i sure to waste his time in 
1. Emerson , Journals , p. 110. 
2. Ibid., p. 174. 
3. Alcott, Journals, p. 475. 
4. Ibid., p. 470. 
5. Emerson, op. cit., p. 177. 
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But if Concord denied Thoreau, he wa s outspoken in his love 
for her. 11 I have never got over my surprise t hat I should have II 
been born into t he most est imable place in the world," he wrote, 
1 
"and in the very nic 1{ of time too. 11 
Of our f our authors, Thor eau is the easiest, t he simplest, 
the mo s t original, and the most exci ting to read today. His 
lines are as fresh , his epigrams a s quotable , and h i s t h ought 
I 
as radical as if h e had written but yesterda y. Suffice it to sa 
1 
in the vlords of Odell Shepard, "he set down hardly one slovenly 
sentence."2 Thoreau went to t he core of things a nd consequently 
left his friends and neighbors fairly gasping . 
Nor coul d others claim that his opinions were 
merely opinions, f or he dared n ot only to speak heretical 
thoughts but also what is oft en more difficult, to live 
an eccentric life in a community where the most dis-
tinguished radical thinker was a substantial gentle~an.3 
We have s een that Emerson returned to Concord while Thoreau 
was at Harvard . In his class book h e had written, 
I shall ever pride myself on the place of my birth • 
••.. If I forget t hee, 0 Concord, let my right hand for -
get her cunning •••• To whatever quarter of the world I 
may wonder, I shall deem i~ good fo rtune that I hail 
from Concord North Bridge. 
Shortly after his graduation, Henry started his f a mous 
journals, through which in February 1838, he was to meet Emer·son 
and his ci rcle of Transcendentali sts. His sister Helen showed 
pages of her brother's journal to t h e sister of Lidian Emerson, 
1. Krutch, op. cit., pp. 149-150. 
2. Thoreau, Journals, Introd., vi. 
1
3. Krutch, op. cit., p. 243. 
4. Ibid., p. 54. 
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and thus another literary friendship had its beginnings. It 
would be hard to minimize t he profound effect of this close 
affiliation upon Henry Thoreau, but we must add the observation 
that Thoreau went farther than Emerson in the contemplation of 
nature . His was a continuous daily contact with nature, t h e 
l intimacy of the poet-naturalist, not the detached speculation 
of the poet-philosopher. 
rhe outward facts of his life are not impressive. The 
world knows the story of his hut at Walden , where for approxi-
~ately two years he practiced the plain living and h .gh thinking 
that Emerson praised so highly. He did once leave Concord for 
Staten Island, in 1843, when Emerson tried to introduce him to 
the greater world, but h e found what perhaps he had always 
known, that 11 for him the greater world was Concord".l 
From Staten Island he wrote, 
~zy thoughts revert to t h ose dear hills, and that 
river which so fills up the world to its brim •••• How 
can it run heedless to the s ea , a s if I were there to 
countenance it? ••• Staying at home is the heavenly way. 2 
Later in life he was to add to this thought, "Almost I believe 
the Concord would not rise and over-flow its banks again were I 
not there."3 
Concord was his universe . He f elt that in her fields and 
ills and woods and streams all natural phenomenon of this 
climate waited f or him, to discover and observe. Concord had 
~ . Canby, op. cit., p. 148. 
2. Ibid., p . 183. 
3. Ibid., p. 421. 
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every native animal except the greater quadrupeds and all the 
representative plants and trees of the rorthern Temperate Zone. 
Only in Geology and Mineralogy was Concord relatively uninterest 
II ing. 1 The flora of ~1assachusetts contained, he found, almost al1 
1 the important plants of America. 2 
This was so fixed an idea of Thoreau's, that Concord con-
tained representative specimins in almost all natural lore, that 
Emerson mentioned it in his little essay written after Thoreau's 
death. He called it a "whim" which grew on him by indulgence, 
"namely of extolling his own town and neighborhood as the most 
favored centre for natural observa tion."3 And he adds: 
I think his fancy for referring everything to the 
meridian of Concord did not grow out of any ignorance 
or depreciation of other longitudes or latitudes, but 
was r E.t :·1er a playful expres si on of his conviction of 
the indif ~erency of all plac40s and tha t the best place for each is where he stands . 
Thoreau hi~self expresses this idea succinctly when he 
exhorts his townspeople to 11 Be native to t ' e universe 11 , 
I too, love Concord best, but I am glad when I 
discover, in oceans and wildernesses far away, the 
materials out of which a million Concords can be made ••• s 
Thoreau will be remembered by the body of our school child-
ren as the man who shunned society, the hermit who went back to 
na ture and went off in the woods with nothing but his bare hands 
to wrest a living from the earth. This is the first in our 
long line of popular misconceptions concerning the Concord 
1. Canby, op, cit., p. 8. 
2. Thoreau, The vlri tings of Henry David Thoreau, I, Introd., xxvJ 
3. Loc, cit. 
4. Ibid., I, xxvi • 
• Caroline Ticknor Clas s ic Concord : As Portra ed b 
Hawthorne, Thoreau and t he Alco s, 
ton Mifflin Company, 1926, p. 184. 
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writers. As an examination of his journals shows , Thoreau 
had a genuine love for his fellow man ; he had numerous cronies, 
delighted in swapping experiences and dwelling on the folklore 
11 
of the region . Thoreau sought the society of the genuine and 
unaffected as consistantly as he shunned the drawing room . He 11 
did not go to /alden to fl e e t h e society of :len , nor to ''go 
native," as is the popular noti on. t e went to vTalden to pare 
his necessities down to the irreducible minimum so that he could 
be independent and still have leisure for reflection, and to 
write and revise the work at hand . It was his retreat from 
his ~other ' s boarding house, where he could collect his thoughts 
and prepare the manuscripts Week and a lden for t h e press . 
Thoreau's approach t o the Concord scene was unique among 
the rranscendentalists, and typically his own. 'Sverything was 
relevant; no aspect of his observations was too trivial to merit 
his considerations, and he gave every minute detail of Concord 
life a separate dignity as only he could. A verj apt illus-
tra tion of this would be hi~ treat~ent of the Middlesex Cattle 
Show. An annual event , it was a colorful holiday f or the f armers 
of the surrounding region, and anyone living in the town would 
be touched by the celebration in s o .ne way . 
Hawthorne wrote in his notebooks ; "On tlednesdaJ there was 
a cattle show in the vil lage of which I would give a description 
if it had possessed any picturesque points . "l Alcott evidently 
1. ~awthorne, Notebooks, p . 413. 
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went along to see the sights because he writes: "cattle show. 
Fair display especially of apple s , grapes and pears. And the 
d II 1 speaking is goo , ••• 
But Thoreau went out and joined into the holiday mood. He 
could devote almost four printed pages to the cattle show in his 
Week, (358-361) a smal l portion of which follows; 
As I pass along the streets of our village of 
Concord on the day of our annual Cat t le-Show, when it 
usually happens that the leaves of the elms and button-
woods begin first to strew the ground under the breath 
of the October wind, the lively spirits in their sap 
seem to mount as high as any plow-boy's let loose that 
day; and they lead my thoughts away to the rustling 
woods, where the trees are preparing for the i r winter 
campaign. This autumnal festival, when men are 
gathered in crowds in the streets as regularly and by 
as natural a law a s the leaves cluster and rustle by 
the wayside, i s natura lly associa ted in my mind with 
the fall of the year. The low of cattle in the streets 
sounds like a hoarse symphony or running bass to the 
rus tling of the leaves. The wind goes hurrying down 
t he country, gleaning every loose straw that is left 
in the fields, while ever y farmer lad too appears to 
scud before it,---having donned his pea-jacket and 
pepper-and-salt waist coat, his unbent trousers, out-
standing rigging of duck or kerseymer or corduroy, and 
his furry hat wi thal,---to countr y fairs and cattle-
shows, to that Rome among the villages where the t r easures 
of the year a r e gathered. All the land over they go leap-
ing the fences with their tough idle palms which have 
never learned to hang by their sides, amid the low of 
calves and the bleat ing of sheep,---Amos, Abner , Elna than, 
Elbridge,--- ••• They may bring their fattest cattle and 
richest fruits to t~e fa i r, but they are all eclipsed 
by the show of men. 
When we turn to what the other three men had to say of 
Thoreau we are amazed by the striking cons istency of the 
descriptions. It i s possible to splice one quotation into 
1. Alcott, Journals, p. 366. ~talics min~ 
2. Thoreau, Week, pp. 358-359. 
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another and have a continuous character study of the man . Per-
haps because his li f e wa s a short one, more probably because it 
was guided by a singleness of purpose, the picture of Thoreau II 
stands out with uniform clarity. Hawthorne of the Old ~anse was 
I not the Hawthorne of Wayside . But Thoreau wa s always Thoreau. 
I 
;L . 
He is a singular character---a young man with 
much of wild origina l nature still remain_. ng in him; 
and so far as he is sophistocated, it is in a way and 
method or his own. He is ugly <::cs sin, long-nosed, 
queer-mouthed, and with uncouth and rus tic, although 
courteous Janners , corresponding very well with such 
an exterior. But his ugline s s is of an honest and 
agreeable f ashion, and becomes h im much better t han 
beauty, ••• Mr . Thoreau is a keen and delicate observer 
of nature---a genuine observer---which, I sus pect, is 
almo s t a s rare a character as even an original poet; 
and Nature, in return for his love, seems to adopt him 
as er especial child, and shows him secrets whi ch fe\v 
others are allowed to witness. Ee is fami l iar with 
beast, fish, fowl and reptile, and has strange stori e s 
to tell of advent ures and friendly passages wi t h t he s e 
lower brethren of mortality . Herb and flower, likewise, 
wherever they grow , whether in garden or wildwood, are 
his fa miliar friends .•.• On the whole , I find him a 
h ealthy and wholesome man to know •••• l 
On 1y account I should like to have him remain 
here; he bein--> one of t h e few pers ons, I think, with 
wh om to hold intercourse is like hearing the wind 
among the bou.slls of a forest-tree; a nd with all this 
wild freedom, t here is a high and classic cultivation 
in him t oo. 2 
Compare \vi t h , 
He knew how to sit immovable, a part of the rock 
he rested on, until the bird, the reptile, the f i sh, 
which had retired from him, should come back , and resume 
its habits, nay, moved by curiosity, should come to him 
and watch him . 
It was a pleasure and a privile ~e to 
He knew the country like a fox or a bird, 
through it as fre ely by paths of his own. 
walk with him. 
and passed 
He knew 
: awthorne, Jotebooks, pp. 105-107. 
I • Ibid.' pp . 112-113. 
II 
every t r ack in the snow or on the ground , and what 
creature had taken this path before him. One mus t 
submit abjectly to such a guide, and the reward wa s 
great.l 
The most welcome of companions was this plain 
countryman ~ One seldom meets with thoughts like his, 
coming so scented of mountain and field breezes and 
rippling springs, so like a luxuriant clod from under 
forest leaves , moist and mossy with earth-spirits. 
His pres ence was tonic, like ice-water in do days •••• 
in s agacity rese~bling t hat of t he beaver, t he bee, 
the dog, the deer; ••• If one would learn the wealth of 
wit t here was in t h is pla in man , the information, t h e 
poetry, the piety, he should have accompanied him on 
an afternoon walk to Walden or elsewhere about t he 
skirts of his village residence.2 
That was Hawthorne, Emer s on, and Alcott speaking, in t h a t 
order. And the na tura l inference we reach is t hat one of the 
I few subjects upon which they reached a perfect agreement was the 
I 
tl 
ch2racter of Henry Thoreau. 
There is much to indicate that t h e s e f our men f a iled to 
enjoy any clos enes s or intimacy with the large body of Concord 
towns people. We have observed t hat Transcendentalism itself 
t ended to produce separate individuals, and t here is ample 
evidence in t he journals of each man to indicate t hat t he 
Transcendental way was a lonely way. 
:1 The sociable Alcott was quick to see t hat the Concor d group 
or "The Walden Pond Society 11 , as the townspeople jokingly call ed 
i t, was never an integral part of the town life. Thoreau h ad 
his river folk, but Alcott's acquaintance among t he townspeople 
was "remarkably limited".3 
1. Emerson, Works, IV, 392-393. 
2. Alcott, Concord Days, pp. 12-15. 
3. Shepard, op. cit., p. 411. 
II 
March 14, 1848, he wrote: 
I asked Thoreau if it were not a proof of our 
inefficiency that we h ad not as ye t attracted some 
fine soul, some maid from the farmer's hearth or youth 
from farm or workshop to our houses, and there found 
a proof undeniable of having a positive and real 
existence here in this world, in this 19th century, 
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in this winter of 1848, in this little centre of Concord, 
Mass •.. • 
But between us and our townspeople only relations 
the vaguest and in most instances of a character 
wholly fabulous, exist . We are ghosts and spectres, 
chimeras, rumors holding no known relation to the 
fields and houses where we are supposed or seen to 
abide; and our dea lings with men have an aspe ct 
ridiculous and to be made game of at the bank and bar-
room. Our very virtues a re mythological.l 
Emerson, too, felt this isolation keenly, as the following 
quotation from his journal will illustrate. 
Who in Concord cares for the first philosophy 
in a bool{? The woman whose child is to be suckled? 
The man at Nine-Acre-Corner who is to cart sixty loads 
of gravel on his ~eadow? the stageman? the gunsmith? 
Oh no ! \~Tho then? ( 1834) 
There follows a Chronological Table to help parallel the 
I careers of our four authors. 
I 
1. Alcott, Journals, pp. 204-205. 
2. Emers on, Journals, p. 94. 
I 
1799 
1803 
1804 
1814 
1817 
1825 
1829 
1830 
1831 
1832 
1833 
1834 
1835 
1836 
1837 
1838 
11839 
1840 
1841 
1842 
1843 
1844 
1845 
Chronological Table 
Bronson Alcott born, Wolcott, Conn., Nov. 29. 
R. \'v .Emers on born, Boston , Mass ., day 25. 
Nathaniel Hawthorne born, Salem, :r.~ass., July 4 . 
Emersons co ne to Old Manse because o f war. 
Henry Thoreau born, Concord, Ma ss., July 12; Emers on 
enters Harvard. 
Emerson visits Ripley 's in Concord; Hawthorne gr aduates 
from Bowdoin. 
Lyceum movement r eaches Concord; Thoreau 12; Emers on 
mini s t er of Old North Church, Boston, March 11; marrie s 
Ellen Tucker, Sept. 30; Alcott, t each ing in Bos ton has 
already hea r d of Emers on. 
Ellen Emers on di e s a t 19, on Feb. 8. 
Emerson expres ses doubts concerning t he minis try . 
Emer s on's l as t message to parish , Sept.; his f irst trip 
abroad, De c .; Loui sa I'-iay Alcott born Nov. 29 , in German-
town , Pa . · 
Emers on returned Oct. 7; Thoreau ent ered ~arvard. 
Al cott, teach i ng at Temple Sch ool , Bos ton , writes, "I wish 
to know Mr. R. Emers on ••• "l; Emerson s e t tled in Concord. 
Emers on married Lydia Jackson, Sept.; purchas ed Cool' dge 
Hous • Summer, Alcott and Emerson meet. Hawthorne's 
note~ooks begin. · 
Nature 
Emerson writes "Concord Hymn" for dedication of Shaft 
July 4; Thoreau graduates from Harvard,, and make s f i r s t 
entry in journal Oct. 22; Bronson Alcott visits Concord 
for the fir s t time. 
Thoreau meets Emerson via his journal. 
Thoreau, jus t 22, and brother John yoyage on t h e river, 
Aug . and Sept., l a ter compressed into Week. 
Dial first issue; Alcott takes residence in Hosmer Cottage 
Concord; Thoreau 21, talks at ~ceum. 
Emerson's Essays, First Series; Thoreau at Emerson's house 
until 1843. 
Hawthorne, now 39 , comes to Old Ma nse with bride; Emerson 
already widely kno-vm; Alcott in England, May-Oct.; John 
Thoreau dies. 
Thoreau in Staten Island; Alcott at Fruitlands June-Dec. 
Dial ends in April; in June trains run between vi llage and 
city; Alcott returning from Fruitlands to Hil l side; 
Emerson's Essays, Second Series. 
Thoreau takes r e sidence at Walden July 4th; in Oct. the 
Hawthornes leave the Manse. 
11. Rusk, op. cit., p. 208. 
I 
I 
II 
I 
1846 
1847 
1848 
1
1849 
1852 
1853 
1854 
1857 
1859 
1860 
1862 
1872 
1873 
1877 
1879 
1882 
1888 
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Chronolog ical Table page 2 
Emers on's Poems; Mosses also published; Emerson's second 
trip to Europe. 
Thoreau at Emerson's until 1848. 
Alcott leaves Hillside. 
Week published. 
After 7 years, Hawthorne returns to town, at Wayside. 
Hawthorne left for consulate at Liverpool, July. 
Walden published. 
Alcott purchased Orchard House. 
Alcott Supt. of Concord Public Schools until 1865; Thoreau s 
speech, "Plea for Captain John Brorln. 11 
Hawthorne again at Wayside. 
Thoreau dies , ~y 18. 
Emers on's last trip abroad; Alcott's Concord Days. 
Emerson's Centennial address at unveiling of Minute Man, 
last address he composed. 
Alcotts remove to Thoreau House, now part of Colonial Inn. 
Concord School of Philosophy. 
Emerson dies, Apr i l 27; Alcott publishes his Ralph Waldo 
Emerson. 
Alcott dies, March 4. 
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III Picturesque Concord 
It is the Concord prior to the Civil War that interests us 
primarily, for in the post-war period Transcendentalism was 
already waning and actually only Alcott was still go1n6 strong. 
Realizing a measure of success he had never experienced in his 
youth, he was now knO\'m as "The Father of Little Women" . The 
II favorite subject among his lecture audiences wa s 11 Concord and 
·' 
' her Authors". 1 
I 
2 And Concord, the oldest inland town in New England, was 
provincial and proud of it.. Thoreau tells us that pre-war Con-
cord had about two thousand inhabitants ,3 and 
according to the valuation of 1831, there were in 
Concord two thousand one hundred and eleven acres, or 
about one seventh o f the whole territory in meadow, 
th i s standing next in the list after pasturage and 
unimproved lands; and judging from the returns of 
previous years, the meade~ is not reclaimed as fa s t 
a s the woods are cleared. 
Men still lived close to the earth, and hardly a man in the 
Concord of the day did not in some measure depend on the land fo~ 
sustenance . "All thrifty villagers of Concord kept livestock, II 
and many drove their own horses and yokes of oxen."5 Mr . Canby 
compares the New England town with the English parish, an area 
of ten to twenty square miles of which the center is the village. 
In Concord, the village consisted of the Mill Dam and converging 
"-rown merged into country on one side and lawns stretched 
o the river and marshes on the other."6 
• Alcott, Journals, p. 415 • 
• Ticknor, op. cit., p. 181 • 
• Krutch , op. cit., p. 16. 5. 
"The village appeared to me a great news room; 11 v1rote 
Thoreau in alden . And h e continued: 
I observed that t h e vitals of the villa~e were 
the grocery , the bar-r»om, the post-office, and the 
bank; and as a necessary part of the machinery, they 
kept a bell, a big gun, and a fire engine at c onvenient 
places; and t he house s were s o arranged as to make t h e 
most of mankind, in lanes and fronting one another, so 
that every traveller had to run the gauntlet , and every 
man, woman, and child might get a lick a t him: Of 
cours e thos e who were sta tioned nearest to the head of 
the line, ••• paid the highest prices for their places; 
and the few straggling inhabitants in t he outskirts, ••• 
paid a very slight ground or window tax.l 
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Concord Days was not published until after the war, in 1872 
And also we must keep in mind that Alcott was not always too 
accurate a judge of practical matters . But his observations on 
the changes he saw in the town seem trustworthy and pertinent. 
An argricultural tovm from the first, it is yet 
such in l arge measure; though like others in its neighbor-
hood becoming suburban and com nercial. Fields once in 
corn and grass are now in vineyards and orchards, tillage 
winding up the slopes from the low l ands to the hill-
tops. The venerable woods once crowning these are f as t 
falling victims to the axe. The farmsteads are no 
longer t he rural homes they were when every me mber of 
t he family took part in domestic affairs; forei gn help 
serves where daughters once served; t hey with their 
brothers having left the housekeeping and farming for 
school, f a ctories, trade, a profession •••• 2 
But the changes apparent in Concord were not as radical a s 
those to be found in most towns, a fact which Alcott r ecognizes 
when he adds: 11the primitive features of the landscape are 
I 
I! 
I, 
I! 
being obliterated by t h e modern facilities for business and travJ1 
less perhaps than in "!lost places lying so near the metropolis;.u1 
1. Thoreau, Walden, pp. 188-189. 
2. Alcott, Concord Days, p. 9. 
3. Loc. cit. 
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Yes, far l ess, as we have s een than Lo\'>rell or any of New England
1
s 
mill towns. The changes Alcott records are but relative, and 
slight indeed in the total picture of America's industrial 
change s . 
It was natural that Hawthorne, coming to Concord, should 
bring all the appurtenances of t h e Gothic romance with him. For 
generations, the Old ~1anse h ad stood there by the Concord River 
without a full-fledged ghost until Hawthorne came and dreamed up j 
a few. But only Hawthorne coul d \1-Tr i te of the bewi tched cistern 
jt hat always remai ned empty though "the spout pours into it lik e 
a ca taract;"1 of t he ancient fruit trees holding forth t heir II 
superabundance with gnarled and withered arms; 2 of even the wate~­
lilies of t h e river, s ome of which \vere partially worm-eaten, 
n1ike virgins wi t h an eating sorrow at the heart".3 And there 
was even a musty old portrait in the attic,---
I bowed before t he eff i gy of the dignifi ed divine, 
and f elt as if I h ad now met face to f ace with t he ghost 
by wh om, as t here was reason to apprehend, t he Manse 
wa s haunted. 
Houses of any antiquity in New England are s o 
invariably possessed with spirits that the mat t er seems 
h ardly worth alluding to. Our ghost used to heave deep 
sighs in a pa rticular corner of the parlor, and s ome-
times rustled paper, as if he were turning over a sermon 
in the long upper entry,---where nevertheless he was 
invisible , in spite of t he bright moonshine that f ell 
t h rough t h e eastern window. Not improbabl y he wish ed 
me to edit and publish a selection from a chest full of 
manuscript discourses t hat stood in t he garret ••.• A yet 
stranger business was that of a ghos t ly servant-maid 
who used to be h eard in the kitchen at deepest midnight, 
grinding coffee, cooking , ironing,---perf ormi ng in s hort, 
1. Hawthorne, Notebooks, p. 361 
2. Ibid., p. 373. 
3. Ibid., p . 381. 
I 
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all kinds of domestic labor,---although no traces of any-
thing accomplished could be detected the next morning. 
Some neglected duty of her servitude,some ill-starched 
ministerial band, disturbed the poor da~sel in her grave 
and kept her at work without any wages. 
One cannot mistake the humor of these ghostly descriptions. 
erhaps because it was impossible to imagine a malevolent ghost 
n Paradise. But to Hawthorne, the great charm of the Old Manse 
ay not in her ghostly spirits, but in the seclusion and quiet 
he rural retreat afforded him. 
Between two tal l gate-posts of rough-hewn stone 
(the gate itself having f &llen from its hinges at some 
unknown epoch) we beheld the gray front of the old 
parsonPge, terminating the vista of an avenue of black-
a sh trees •.•. The wheel track le&ding to the door, as 
well as the whole breadth of the avenue, was almost 
overgrown with grass, af f ording dainty mouthfuls to 
two or three vagrant cows and an old white horse who 
had his own living to pick up along the roadside •••• 
Certainly it had little in common with those ordinary 
abodes which s t and so imminent upon the road that every 
passerby can thrust2his head, as it were, into the domestic circle •••• 
Externally the house presents the same appearance 
as in the Doctor's day. [Ezra Ripley] It had once a 
coat of white paint; but the storms and sunshine of 
many years have almost obliterated it and produced a 
sober , grayish hue, which entirely suits the antique 
form of the structure.3 
When Henry and John Thoreau started on their famous week's 
ourney down the river, early the first morning they found 
themselves floating p&st the first regula r battleground of the 
Revolution, between 11 the still-visible abutments of that 'North 
1Bridge'".4 The battleground borders the peaceful fields and 
• Hawthorne, Mosses, p . 23 • 
• Ibid., pp. 7-8 • 
• Hawthorne, Notebooks , p. 32 • 
• Thoreau, Week , p. 16. 
orchards of the Manse . 
Here then an aged shepherd dwelt 
Who to his flock his substance dealt, 
And ruled them with a vigorous crook 
By p~ecept of the Sacred Book; 
But he the pierless bridge passed o'er, 
, And solitary left the shore. 
Anon a youthful past or came, 
vthose crook was not unknown to fame, 
His lambs, he viewed with gentle glance, 
Spread o'er the country's wide expanse. 
And fed with ' Mosses from the Hanse', 
Here was our Hawthorne in the dale, 
And here the shepherd told his tale.l 
Hawthorne takes us on a tour of the battleground; 
Come, we have pursued a somewhat devious track 
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in our walk to the battleground. Here we are, at t he 
point where the river wa s crossed by the old bridge, 
t :1e possession of wh ich was the immediate o-bject of the 
contest. On t he hither side grow two or three elms, 
throwing a wide circumference of shade, but which must 
have been planted at some per iod within the threescore 
years and ten that have passed since the battle-day. 
On the farther shore, overhung by a clump of elder-
bushes, we discern the stone abutment of the bridge. 
Looking down into t h e river, I once discovered some 
heavy f r agments of t he timbers, all gre en with half a 
century's growth of .water-moss; for during tha t length 
of time the tramp of horses and human footsteps have 
ceased along this ancient highway. The stream has here 
about the breadth of twenty strokes of a swimmer's arm, 
---a space not too wide when the bullets were whistling 
across.2 
,, 
It would be superfluous to quote Emerson's"Concord Hymn" in 
entirety, though Thoreau quote s it in Week. Every schoolboy 
knows it almost by heart; the first t wo stanzas ought to be 
enough for our purposes . 
1. Thoreau, Week, p. 16. 
2. Hawthorne, Mosses, pp. 12-13. 
By the rude bridge that arched the flood, 
Their fla3 to April's breeze unfurled, 
Here once the embattled farmers stood, 
And fired the shot heard round the world. 
The foe long since in silence slept; 
Alike the conqueror s ilent sleeps; 
And Time the ruined bridge h a s swept 
Dovm the da rk stream which seaward creeps .1 
It was left to a modern writer of Concord lore to point out 
! that Yankee in6 enuity and not Time actually removed t hat bridge. 
But it is likely that Emerson did not know that during 1792-1793 
improve:ne ~1ts were made in the Concord roads, and "Yankee thri ft 
ldid not leave a perfectly good bridge for the teeth of time to 
devour, but ~oved it down stream forty rods to the location of 
the new Carlis l e road. 112 
And it is Thoreau who, speak ing of the almost imperceptible 
current of the river, recounts the loca l tale that the only 
bridge ever ca r r ied away "on the main branch, with t he lLni ts of 
the town, was driven upstream by the wi nd. 11 3 
I 
It is worth a pause here to observe t ha.t while· the battle-
ground and Concord's history moved E nerson t o write his jus tly 11 
l f amoua "Concord Hymn", these symbols of past glories had a very 
di f ferent effect on the mind of Hawthorne. He was more s tirred 
by t h e tale t hat Lowell had told him standing ove r the graves of \ 
the fallen British soldiers ; that one of them was not killed by 
II the patriots' bullets at all. But a lad chopping wood at the 
1. Emerson , \'forks , IV, 213. 
2. Roland Wells Robbins, The Story of the Minute Man, pamphlet, 
Stoneham, Mass. , George R. Barnstead and Son., 1945, p. 12. 
3. Thoreau, '~eek, p. 8. 
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1
Jback of the Manse had come t h rough the field, and finding the 
f oe still stirring , finished him off with the axe. 
I coul d wish that the grave ~ight be opened; 
for I would fain know whether either of the ske l eton 
soldiers h o.s the marlc of an axe on his skull. The 
story co Ties ho me to me like truth. Oftentimes, as an 
intellectual and mora l exercise , I have sought to 
follow that poor youth through his subsequent career 
and obser!e how his soul was tortured by the blood-
stain,... . 
It wa s not until his l as t yea rs in Concord that Hawthorne 
brough forth t h is t h eme in his novel of the Revolution, 
Septimius Felton , published posthumously. The path tha t 
Hawthorne wore on the hill beh i nd Wayside, that same path which 
could be traced in the v1oods there seventy-five years after his 
death, 2 wa s the same path that Septimius continaually trod, pass 
ing in each lap the grave of the nameless British soldier . 
Yes; t h er e was Septimius, treading a path of his 
own on the hill-top; his feet began only that morning 
to wear it in his walki ng to and fro , s heltered from 
the lmAJer world except in occasional gli :npses, by the 
birches and locusts that threw up their foliage from 
the hillside. But many a year thereaf ter he continued 
to tread that path, till it was worn deep with his 
foot-steps and trodden down hard, and it was believed 
by some of his superstitious neighbors that the grass 
and little shrubs shrank away from his path and made it 
wider on that ac count.3 
Also in Septimius Felton, Hawthorne gives the history of 
evolutionary Ridge, telling the story of how the early settlers 
ound their way to its shelter and protection. 
Hawthorne, ~-1osses, p. 14 . 
Brooks, op. cit., p. 533. 
Nathaniel Hawthorne, Our Old Home and Septimius Felton, two 
volumes in one, Boston, James R. Os g ood and Co ., 1873, 
pp. 53-54. 
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These three young people were neighbors' children, 
dwelling in houses that stood by t he side of the great 
Lexington road , along a ridgy hill that ros e abruptly 
behind the rn, its brow covered with wood, and which 
stretch ed with one or two breaks and interruptions, into 
the hearth of the village of Concord, the country town. 
It was in the side of this hill that according to tra-
dition, the first settlers of t he village had burrowed 
in caverns which they had dug out for their shelter, 
like swallows and woodchucks. As its slope was towards 
the south, and its ridge and crowning woods defended 
them fro m the northern blasts and snow-drifts, it was an 
admirable situation for the fierce New England winter; 
and the temperature was milder, by several degrees, along 
this hillside than on the unprotected plains, or by the 
river, or in any other part of Concord. So that here, 
during the hundred year s that had elapsed since t h e first 
settleme nt of the place, dwellings had successively 
risen clos e to t h e hill's foot, and the meadow t hat lay 
on the other side of the road---a fertile tract---had 
been cultivated •••• 
In his "Musketaquid", Emerson speaks of these s ame early 11 
settlers: 
••• Beneath low hills, in the broad interval 
Through which at will our Indian rivulet 
Winds mindful still of sannup and of squaw, 
Whose pipe and arrow oft the plough unburies, 
Here in pine houses built of new fallen trees, 
Supplanters of the tribe, the farmers dwell •••• 2 
Septimius Felton was never really revised and presented in 
finish ed form; it was also, as Hawthorne admits, a story of 
inward conflicts, "dea ling as little a s possible with outwa rd 
f . d " 3 vents ••• the history o a mln •••• But he definitely pegs it 
own to Wayside and its ridge of woods. Septimius returns 
o his "wayside wall" or his"wayside home 11 • And the house 
oor by admission, was to become Alcott's Orchard House • 
• Hawthorne, Septimius, p . 3 • 
• Emerson, Works, IV, 200-201 • 
• Hawthorne, op. cit., p. 18. 
always . 
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Robert Hagburn's house was a house of so~ewhat 
more pretention, a hundred yards or so nearer to the 
village, standing back fra n the road in the broader 
space which the retreating hill, cloven b y a gap in that 
place, afforded; where some elms i ntervened between it 
and the road, of fer i ng a site which some person of a 
natural taste for the gently picturesque had seized 
upon. Those same elms, or their successors, still 
fling a noble shade over t he sane old house which the 
magic hand of Alcott ha s i mproved by t he touch t hat 
throws gr~ce, amiableness , and natural beauty over 
scenes that have little pretention in themselves .l 
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11 My neighbors," says Alcott in Concord Days, "flatter me in 
telling me that I have one of the best placed and most pictur-
esque houses in town. 
I know very well the secret of wha t they praise. 'Tis 
simply adapting the color and repairs to th~ architecture, 
and h olding the se in keeping with the spot. 
Fro ~ the vantas e point of his rustic bench under the shelter 
of t his sa11e ridge, Alcott many a day sat and viewed "the wide 
champaign". His ampl y detailed description of how the l and l ay , 
appeared in Concord Days and gives us a true conception of the 
broad panorama t hat lay across Lexington Road. Speaking of 
houses, he begins: 
Mine, I conjecture, is not far from one hundred 
and fifty years' standing . It was a f irst-class 
country hous e in its day , with its window-seats in 
parlor and chambers, ornamental summers and casements, 
its ample fireplaces and lean-to on the northern side. 
Like most of its period it was open to the road with 
over-shadowing elms s Lill e mbowering the mansion; had 
a lion-headed door-knocker, and huge chimney-tops sur-
mounting the gables •••• the site is hardly surpassed by 
any on t he old Boston road; the woods behind crowning 
the range of hills running north almos t to t h e village , 
and orderi ng east on Wayside, Hawthorne's last residence ••• 
1. Hawthorne, op. cit., p. 4. 
2. Alcott, Concord Days, p. 4. 
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•• • the landscape is still inviting by its prairie 
aspects, its brook-sides a nd meadows where the red men 
trod. 
It wa.s these broad me&dows bes .ide the 'Gras sground 
River' t hat tempted ali~te t he whi t e and red man , ---the 
one for pasturage, t he other f or fi shing,---and brought 
t he little colony through t he wilderness to f crm t he 
settle'1lent named Musketaquid after the rive r of that 
name ••• , and late r taking that of Concord, not without 
note i n history ••.. 
The view from the rustic sea t overlooking my house 
commands the a mphitheatre in wh ich the hous e stands, 
and through wh ich flows ~-1111 Brook, bordered on the 
south and east by the Lincoln woods. It is a quiet 
prospect and might be taken f or an English landscape; 
needs but a tower or castle overtopping the trees 
surrounding it. The willows by the rock bridge over 
the brook, t he winding lane once the main track of 
t rave l before the turnpike branch ing of f from t he old 
Boston road by Emerson's door was bui l t, adds to t h e 
illusion while on the east stands t he pine-clad hill, 
Hawthorne's favorite haunt, and hiding his last resi-
dence from sight. · 
On t he southvvest is an ancient wood, Thoreau's 
· pride, beyond which is Walden Pond, distant about a 
mile from my house, and best r eached by t h e lane open-
i ng opposite Hawthorne's ••• 
Of Lexington Road, pas t his house, he says: 
This road h as more t han a local interest. If any 
road may claim t he originality of being entitled to 
t he name of American, it is this,---since along its 
dust the British regulars r etreated from t heir memorable 
repuls e at t he Old North Bridge, the Concord military 
followi ng fast upon their heels, and f rom the hill-tops 
g iving them salutes of musketry till they disappeared 
beyond Lexington and gave a day to history.l 
It is this same broad expanse, seen from his hilltop, that 
Sept1m1us shows to t hat mysterious and sinister character , Rose . 
'Farther out thi s way, if you please, Rose, 
where we shall have a better view over the wide plain, 
the valley, and the long, tame ridge of hills on the 
other s ide, shutting it in like human life. It is a 
landscape t hat .never tires, though it has noth ing 
striking about it; and I am glad that t here are no 
1 1. Alcott, Concord Days, pp. 7-9. 
great hills to be thrusting themselves into my thcughts 
and crowding out better t h ings •• !. 
'There is a brook running through it, though we do 
not see it,' replied Rose, 'a torpid little brook, to 
be sure; but it has heayen in its bosom, like Walden 
Pond or any wider one.' 
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But in Concord as elsewhere the old met the challenge of the 
new. By 1844 the Fitchburg Railroad was opened between Concord 
and Boston and served as the link between the town and America's 
industrial progress. Previously, it had been two to three hours 
to Boston by stage, 2 and as many as forty coaches a week might 
stop in Concord.3 But the encroaching railroad was a revolution-
ary development and brought with it as a by-product, an influx 
of Irish labor. And because of the railroad, even before the 
famine of 1846, the Irish were comi ng to Concord in some numbers, 
to the obvious alarm of many of the townspeople.4 
No reader of Thoreau will fail to recognize the Fitchburg 
Railroad as the protagonist of a great drama unfolding at Walden. 
That devilish Iron Horse, whose ear-rending 
neigh is heard throughout the town, has muddied the 
Boiling Spring with his foot, and he it is that has 
browsed off all the woods on Walden shore; that Trojan 
horse, with a thousand men in his belly, introduced 
by mercenary Greeks! Where is the country's champion, 
the Moore of Moore's Hall, to meet him at the Deep 
Cut and t~rust an avenging lance between the ribs of the 
bloated pest?~ 
Hawthorne observes, 11 To be sure, it is a torment t o see the 
great, high, ugly embankment of the railroad, which is here 
thrusting itself into the lake, or along its margin ••••• 116 
1. :rawthorne, Septimius, p. 56. 
2. Rusk, op. cit., p. 227. 
3. Townsend Scudder, Concord: American Town, Boston, Little, 
Brown and Company, 1947, p . 198. 
4. - horeau, en ol'=eonco-r , :ntro • xe 
5. Thoreau, Walden, p. 131. 6. Hawthorne, Journals, p . 122. 
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It is the Fitchburg Railroad that Alcott has in mind when he 
speaks of "modern f a cilities for business and travel" marring 
the l andscape (as quoted above) . But Emerson was to tahe the 
railroad in his stride. In "The Poet" i n his second series of 
e s says, he s ays: "Readers of poetry see the factory -village and 
I 
rai l way , and fancy tha t the poetry of the landscape is broken up 
by these; •.• but the poet sees them fall within the great Order.~ 1 
Thus we see great contrasts in the Conc ord of the day, 
relics of Revolutionary days vied with signs of t he times for 
topics of local interest. It was hard to decide which wa s t h e 
great wonder of the age, the symbr l of progres s in the new and 
!a s tonishing railroad, or t h e symb' 1 of all that was patriotic 
and hallowed in the time-honored battleground. The Concord 
weather, too , had its contrasts . i'/eie;hing all else in t h e 
balance the climate often l e ft much to be desired. 
Even the climate of Concord was full of contrasts, 
'washing days', a s Thoreau called t hem , with a wind 
fro m the \vest, or fogs blown in fro m the sea , 2intense summer heat, and great colds and great snows . 
Channing 's letter to Hawthorne before his r eturn to take up II 
residence o. t Wayside is half-playful: "For my own part," he 
wrote, "I would infinitely rather s ettle on the icy peak of Mt . 
Ararat than in this village •••• day before yesterday a t six A.M., 
the thermometer was ten degrees below nothing."3 But Hawthorne's 
journal records the sultry extremes of summer: 
1
1. Emerson, Vforks, I, 250. 
2. Canby, on. cit., p . 8. 
3. Mather , ~cit., p. 225. 
Summer ha3 come at le st--- t:_-~e longest dsys , 
with blazing sunshine, and ferv ' d heat . Yesterday 
g lowed like molten brass. Las t night was t he mo s t 
uncomfortably and unsleepa 0ly sultry t hat we have 
experienced since our residence in Concord ; and 
today it scorches again . I h ave a sort of enjoy-
ment in these seven-times-heated furna ces of mid-
summer, even t h ough they make me droop like a 
thirsty plant . The sunshine can scarcely be too 
intense for my tas te; but I a m no enemy to summer 
showers. 
He finds moreover that: 
the necessity of keeping my brain at work eats into 
my comfort, a s the squash-bugs do into t he heart of 
the vines . I keep myself uneasy and produce little ••• l 
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Also Emerson and Alcott have recorded the extremes of climate 
but with a philosopher 's interpretation, as one woul d expect. 
Emerson fel t t he v ariable New England climate use fu l for bring-
ing out t he bes t in men . In his e s s ay on "Prudence 11 , he under-
scores this idea. 
Do wha t we can, sumner will have its fli es ; if 
vte walk in t he woods , w-e must feed mosquitoes; if we 
go a-fishi ng, we must expect a wet coat. Then clim~te 
is a great impediment to idle persons ; we often res olve 
tc give up t h e care of the weather, but still we regard 
the clouds and the rain •••• t he hard soil and four months 
of snow make the inhabitant of the northern temperate 
zone wiser and abler t han his f ellow who enjoys the fixed 
smile of the tropics •••• 'rhe northerner is perforce a 
householder. He must brew, bake, salt, and preserve 
his food, and pile wood and coal . But as it happens 
that not one s troke can l abor lay to, without some 
new acquaintance wi th nature ; and as nature is inex-
haustibly s i gnificant, the inhabitants of t hese climates 
have always excelled the southerner in force.2 
Alcott, himself almost ei~hty, when Hawthorne and Thoreau 
were already gone, could still enjoy the rigors of a Concord 
1. Hawthorne , Journals, p. 118. 
2. Emerson, Works, II, 146-147. 
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winter. "_ou have a strong hold on life and maintain it firmly 11 , 1 
were to be Emerson's l ast words to him three years later. His 
strength and vigor were evident when he wrote in his journal on 
January 16, 1879: 
A brilliant snow storm, added to a former, 
clothes the fields and trees with wintry splendor. 
The sleigh bells jingle merrily, and winter with its 
ro~ance is now here. I may say that without snow, 
however cold the weather, winter has not come, in 
fancy at least, bringing with it the lively sensation 
and sports of earlier days. I enjoy the cold particu-
larly t he g low and brisk blood of January. Then is the 
time for intellectual illumination, the delight s of 
conversation , the birth of ideas. Blot out the winter 
weather fro~ my calendar of experiences and my yea r 
would pale and please me far les s than now. I am 
stimula ted, brightened, beatified by its bracing 
agencies . A milder climate would stupify r a ther than 
stimulate and edi f y. I bear the cold far better than 
the heat, live a far brisker life, enjoy my genius 
more fully in winter than in sumner.2 
There was t hen, no agreement with Channing that our philoso~ 
phers and writers should seek a more favorable climate, pre f erably 
California. Thoreau was one who enjoyed all the weather; were 
not the sea sons in all their changes but aspects of Nature? 
I seek the present time 
No other clime 
Life in today,---
Not to sail anothe r way,---
To Paris or to Rome 
Or farther still from home ••• 
My feet forever stand 
On Concord fields ••• ) 
And that river! Some called it dull, slu5gish; everyone 
with half an eye admitted it was muddy and slow, and yet no river 
1. Alcott, Journals, p . 533. 
2. Ibid., pp. 494-495. 
3. Canby, op. cit., p. 217. 
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in the history of the world has been described with such loving 
care , no, not even t h e Thames . 1 "I trus t tha t I may be allowed," 
says Thoreau, "to associate our muddy but much abused Concord 
River with t he mos t fa:nous in history . 112 And there is not the 
slighte 3t hint that he might be presumptuous i n so do ing . He 
beg ns his famous Week on the river with t r is description; 
The Musketaquid, or Gras s-ground River, t hough 
probabl y as old as the Nile or Euphra tes, did not begin 
to have a pla ce in civi lized history until the f ame of 
its gra ssy meadows and its fish attracted settlers out 
o f England in 1635, and when it received t he other but 
kindred name of Concord from the first plantation on 
its banks, which appears to have been commenced in a 
s·pirit of peace and harmony. It will be Grass-ground 
River as long as grass grows and water runs here; it 
will be Concord River only whi l e men lead peaceable 
live s on its banks. To an ext~nct race it was grass-
ground, where they hunted and fished; and it is still 
perennia l grass -ground to Concord farmers, who own t he 
Great Meadows and get the hay from year to year .3 
Thoreau could speak of the Concord mud as if it were part 
of t h e river's char n. But to Hawthorne, even the fish were mud-
flavored. 
This river of ours is the most sluggish stream 
that I ever was a cquainted \'Ti th. I had spent three 
weeks by its side, and swam across it every day, before 
I could determine which way its current ran; and then 
I wa3 co~pelled to decide the quest ion by4the testimony of others, and not by my own observation. 
And he adds insult to inj ury when he continues, 
On the whole, Concord River is no great f avorite 
of mine; ••• taking the river for all i n al l , I can find 
nothing more fit to co npare it with than one of the 
1. Canby , op. cit., p . 377. 
2. Thoreau, Week, p . 10. 
3. Ibid., p. 3. 
4. Hawthorne, Notebooks, p. 362. 
half-torpid earth-worms which I dig up for bait. The 
worm is sluggish , and so is the river,---the river is 
muddy and so is the worm. You hardly know whether 
either of t hem be alive or dead, but still, in fhe 
course of time, they both manage to creep away. 
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But the next day he has a change of heart, and reflects that 
perhaps he has done the river an injustice. For: 
At sunset last evening I ascended the hill-top 
opposite our house; ••• Certainly as I beheld i t t hen, 
it was one of t he loveliest features in a scene of 
great rural beauty. It was visible through a course 
of two or three miles, sweeping in a semicircle round 
the hill on which I stood, and being the centra l line 
of a broad vale on either side. At a distance, it 
looked like a strip of sky set into the earth, ••• Nearer 
the base of t h e hill, I could discern the shadows of 
eve r y tree and rock, imaged with a distinctnes s that 
made them even more charming than the reality; ••• All 
the sky, too, and the rich clouds of sunset, were re-
flected in the peaceful bosom of the river; and surely, 
if its bosom can give back such an adequate reflection 
of heaven, it cannot be so gros s and impure as I described 
it yesterday •••• This dull river has a religion of its own; •• 2 
But to Thoreau, the river held a fascenation stronger t han 
any society of men. He knew its secret depths better than any 
man, knew the river folk, the river plants a,nd animals . A great 
body of his writing is of fluvial experiences.3 The river was 
also a natural resource t hat he felt the town did not fully 
appreciate. 
The town is but little conscious how much interest 
it has in the river, and might vote it away any day 
thoughtlessly. There is always to be seen either some 
unshaven wading man, an old mower of the river meadows, 
familiar with water, vibrating his long pole over the 
lagoons of t he off-shore pads, or else some solitary 
fisher, in a boat behind the willows, like a mote in 
1. Hawthorne, Notebooks, p. 365. 
2. Ibid., pp. 365-366. 
3. Canby, op. cit., p. 6 . 
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the sunbeams reflecting the light; and who can tell 
how many a mess of river fish is daily cooked in the 
town?l 
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And the river provided food for the soul too; it could be pure 
poetry. 
The sluggish artery of the Concord meadows steals 
thus unobserved through the town, without a murmur or 
a pulse-beat, its general course from wouthwest to north-
east, and its length about fifty miles; a huge volume of 
matter, ceaselessly rolling through the plains and 
valleys of the substantial earth with the mocasined 
tread of an Indian Warrior making haste from the high 
places of the earth to its ancient reservoir.2 
The river was a symbol to Emerson of that unbounded stream 
which flows "through years, through men, through nature fleet, ••• " 
He develops this mystical idea in his poem 11 T\vO Rivers: 11 
Thy summer voice, 1usketaqui t, 
Repeats the music of t h e rain; 
But swe eter rivers pulsing flit 
Through thee, as though through Concord Plain. 
Thou in thy narrow banks are pent; 
The stream I love unbounded goes 
Through flood and sea and firmament; 
Through light, through l i fe, it forward flows.3 
• • • • 
Concord River was a stream on which his soul could float in 
divine inspiration. In his essay on Nature he writes in t he 
sa~e religious vein. 
~~ house stands in low land, with limited outlook, 
and on the skirt of the village. But I go with my 
friend to the shore of our little r i ver and with one 
stroke of the paddle,---leave t h e vil l age politics and 
personalities behind, and pass into a delicate realn 
of sunset and moonlig __ t, too bright almost for spotted 
man to enter wi thout novitiate and probation. We 
1. Thoreau, Men of Concord, p. 30. 
2. Thoreau, Weelc, pp. 9-10. 
3. Emerson , wcrks, IV, 286. 
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penetrate bodily this incredible beauty; we dip our 
hands in this painted element; our eyes are bathed in 
these lights and forns ••.• thesf sunset clouds, these 
delicately e~erging stars, ••.• 
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Not as inspiring or spectacular perhaps as the river, the 
meadows a Hd far_Jlands of Concord stretched out in obvious repose 
and content. They were a balm and a comfort to the eye and 
induced a man to put his mental house in order. And a garden is 
a great beneficent and soothing influence as the works of all 
four of our writers show . 
I know no means of calming the fret and pertur-
bation into wh ich too much sitting too much talking, 
brings me, so perfect as labor •.• and my good hoe as 
it bites the ground, revenges my wrongs, and I have 
less lust to bite my enemies •••• But by smoothing the 
rough hillocks, I smooth my temper; by extracting the 
long roots of the pipergrass, I draw out my own 
splinters; and in a short time I can hear the bobolinks 
song and see the bles~ed deluge of light and color 
that rolls around ~e . 
If any man distrusts Emerson's words , he has but to turn to 
the others for corroboration . Who can read of Thoreau's rows of 
beans, Havrthorne's classic summer squashes, or the tri11 borders 
l and plots of that most assiduous gardner of the11 all, Alcott, 
without feeling that the garden was one of Concord's most sig-
nificant benefi ts t c: the li f e of a writer . 
In Concord Days, writing of rural affairs, Alcott records, 
Fair sprin days, the farmers beginning the 
planting of the season's crops. One cannot Hell forgo 
the pleasures which the culture of a garden affords. 
He must have a little spot upon which to bestow his 
affections •••• 3 
1. Emerson , Works , I, 348-349. 
2. Emerson, Journals, p. 143. 
3. Alcott, Concord Days, p . 59. 
==-=~== 
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The garden filled a practical need f or t he Al cotts for many 
years, supplying them with their daily food; Alcot t himself 
since 1835 had been a strict vegetarian. 1 
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The Hawthornes , too, found the bountiful earth produced 
welcome provis ions; Hawthorne wrote while still at the Manse : 
?_,1y ch ief anxiety consists in watch i ng the pros-
perity of my vegetables, in observing how they are 
a ffected by the r a in or sunshine, in lamenting the 
blight of one squash a nd rejoicing at the luxurious 
growth of another. It is a s if t he original relation 
between man and ature were restored in my case, and 
as if I were to look exclusively to her for the sup-
port of my Eve and myself---" ••• 2 
Thoreau's venture in beans was a gardening experiment with 
a definitely practical e nd which he could set down in dollars 
and cents, "a pecuniary profit" of ~~8.71-i to be exa ct. 
Removing the we eds, putting fresh soil about the 
bean stems, and encouraging thi s weed wh ich I had sown, 
making t he yellow soil express its summer thought in 
bean leaves and blossoms rather than in wormwood and 
Piper and millet grass , making the earth say beans 
instead of grass ,---this wa s my da ily work.~ 
~awthorne appreciated the quiet b eauty of the unpretentious 
level scene. 
There are broad and peaceful meadows, which, I 
think, are among the most satisfying objects in natural 
scenery. The heart repos es on t h em with a feeling few 
things else can give, ••• a meadow stretches out 14ke a 
small infinity, yet with a secure ho~eliness •••• 
And too, one could always seek out the woods and Walden 
Pond. Emerson claimed his spirits rose whenever he entered his 
1. Shepard, op. cit., p. 351. 
2. Hawthorne , Notebooks, p. 380. 
3. Thoreau, Walden, p. 175. 
4. Hawthorne, op. cit., p. 367. 
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woodlot, and he fancied a response from its small inhabitants to 
him. 1 And with pantheistic fervor h e vowed that God dwelt in 
the wood. 
In the wood, God was manifest, as he was not in 
the sermon. In the cathedralled larches the ground-
pine crept him, the thrush sang him, the robin complained 
him, the cat-bird mewed him , the anemone vibrated him, 
the wild apple bloomed him; the ants built their little 
timbuctoo wide abroad; t h e wild grape budded; the rye 
was in t he blade; high overhead, high over cloud, the 
faint sharp-horned moon sailed steadily west through 
fleets of little clouds ; the sheaves of t h e birch 
brightened into green below. The pines kneaded their 
aro~atics in the sun. All prepared itself for t he 
warm thunder-days of July.2 
11 The Walkers ", as the tovln called them, all sought refuge 
in Concord's woodland fringe---to a lesser degree to be sure t h e 
sociable Alcott who oft en preferred to turn back for an a f ter-
noo~ of conversation. Unquestionably Thoreau knew the woods 
best of t hem all; it was the object of his l~fe to record every 
change, every aspect, every detail. He was undoubtedly the 
original forest seer of Emerson's "vvoodnotes". 
knd such I knew, a fore s t seer, 
A minstrel of t he natural year. 
Forteller of t h e vernal ides, 
Wise harbinger of spheres and tide s , 
A lover true, who knew by heart 
Each joy the mountain da les impart; 
It seemed t hat Nature coul d not r aise 
A plant in any secret pl a ce, 
In quaking bog , on snowy hill, 
Beneath the grass t hat shades t he rill, 
Under t h e snow, b etween the rocks, 
In damp fields known to bird and fox, 
But he would come in the very hour 
It opened in its virgin bower, 
1. Emerson, Journals, p. 323. 
2. Ibid., p. 120. 
• 
As if a sunbeam showed the place, 
And tell its long-descended race. 
It see ·ned a s if the breezes brought him; 
It seemed as if the sparrows taught him; 
As if by secret sight he knew 
Where, in far fields, the orchis grew • 
. 1any haps f all in the field 
Seldom seen by wishful eyes , 
But in all her shows did Nature yield, 
To pleas e and win this pilgrim wise. 
He saw the partridge drum in the v.r oods ; 
He heard the woodcock's evening hymn ; 
He found the tawny thrush's broods; 
And t he shy hawk did wait for him ; 
What others did at distance hear 
And guesses within t h e thicket's gloom, 
Was s h o'\'Ted to t h is philosopher, 1 And at his biddin~ seemed to come . 
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Since Thoreau clai med Walden as his own parti cular provinc , 
and since the others join i n t he chorus most heartily, we will 
let him be t he one to sing her praises first . To him Walden 
Pond was a live and personified . 
Nevertheless, of all the characters I have 
known, perhaps Walden wears best , and best preserves 
its purity. any men have been likened to it, but 
few deserve t hat honor •••• It has not acquired one 
permanent wrinkle after all its ripples. It is per-
ennialy young, and I may stand and see a swallow dip 
apparantly to pick an insect fro m its surface as of 
yore. It struck me again tonight, as if I h &.d not seen 
it almost daily for more than twenty years ---why, here 
is Walden, the same woodland lake t ha t I discovered 
so many years ago; where a fore s t was cut down last 
winter another is springing up by its shore as lustily 
as ever, the same thought is welling up to its surface 
that was then; it is the same liquid joy and happiness 
to itsel f and its Ma~er, ay, and it may be to me . It 
is t he work of a brave man surely, in whom there was no 
guile! He rounded t h is water with his h and, deepened 
and clarified it in his thought, and in h i s will be-
queathed it to Concord.2 
• Emerson, Works, IV, 116-117 • 
• Thoreau, Walden, p. 217. 
========~================================~====~~~===-~~======~-=-=-= -~====~= 
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Even Hawthorne who never really made union with Concor d 
earth was captivated by the crystaline purity of Walden water . 
is fi r st i mpressions were enthusiastic: 
The pond itself was beautiful and re f reshing to 
my soul, after such a long and exclusive familiarity 
with our tawny and s lugg ish river. It li es embosomed 
among wooded hills ,---it is not very extensive, but 
large enough for waves to dance upon its surface and 
to look like a pie ce of blue firmament, earth-encircled. 
The shore ha s a nar row,pebbly s trand, which it wa s 
worth a day's journey to look at, for the sake of the 
contras t between it and the weedy oozy margin of t he 
river. Farther within its depths, you perceive a 
bottom of pure white sand, sparkling thr ough t he trans-
parent water, which methought, was t he very purest 
liquid in the world.l 
ater on in his residence at the Manse when he had renewed his 
cquaintance wi t h the pond through numerous visits, he records 
bout Walden, a typically Hawthornian observation: 
Walden Pond was clear and beautiful as usual. 
It t empt ed me to ba t he; and , though the water wa s 
thrill ingly cold, it was like t he t hrill of a happy 
death. Never was t here such transparent water as this . 
I t h rew sticks into it, and saw them fleat suspended 
on an almost invisible medium. It seemed as if t he 
pure air were beneath them, as well as above . It is 
fit for baptisms; but one would not w i s~ it to be 
polluted by having sins washed into it. 
And what of the people who inhabited t his class ic land of 
iver, meadow , lake and fores t? Hawthorne a s sures us that they 
ave taken none of the i ndolence of the ir river into their da ily 
ives . 
I am not aware t hat t he inhabitants of Concord 
res e~ble t he i r na tive river in any of t hei r moral 
cha r acteristics. The i r f orefathe rs , certainly, seem 
to have had t he energy a nd impetus of a mountain 
• Hawthorne , Not ebooks, p . 385 • 
• ~., p. 445. 
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torrent, rather than the torpor of this listless stream---1 
horeau, on the other hand, feels that it h a s brought repose 
'nto their lives, and tha t the scarcely perceptable curr =nt of 
he river ha s an influence on the proverbial moder&G ion of t he 
of Concord. "How I love the simple reserved 
ountrymen, my neighbors, who mind their own business and let me 
Concord was a compact, well-integra ted, homogenius little 
ociety, almost exclusively of Yankee stock, 11 livi '1.g close to the 
intensely relig ious",3 consciously cultured. There were no 
contrasts between rich and poor, learning was r espected, 
he Lyceum move .nent heartily encouraged, the Anti-Slavery issue 
a ssionately e spous ed . The town was an Anti-Slavery center, in 
a ct, John Brown wa s said to have more f r iends in Concord t han 
did Kansas . 4 
"Concord vi l lage had character ••. neither much poverty or 
wealth, yet means commanded respect, and so di d brains, 
respectability ."5 And the townspeople shunned was e 
i th a Yankee thrift. "On evenings when t Le moon shone, the 
hrifty Concord folk t urned out the street-lamps. 116 'vie are told 
hat in the fiftie s , Concord seemed one large f ami ly ,7 and a lso 
~'la t t he town "was a concourse of stiff f armers and 11er cr~a~·1ts 
nd stiffer l awyers, t h rough whom, as Emerson said, moved lonely 
1 " 8 sou s' ••• 
• Hawthorne , op. cit., p. 364. 5. Ibid., p. 259. 
6. Canby, op. cit., p . 10 • 
7. French, Old Concord, p. 14 • 
8. Canby, op. cit., xvii. 
• Thoreau, Week , p. 7 • 
• Brooks, op. cit., p. 526. 
• I bid ., p. 432. 
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Of the to'l'mspeople, the doctors, lawyers, tradesmen and 
such , there a r e only scattered references, for when our authors 
wrote of Concord's men they wrote of the far ner who was closest 
to nature . True, Emers on has given us vivid profil~ s, both of 
the Puritain divine who "believed and therefore spoke 11 , 1 and 
what is more admirable, "sat down when he had done 11 ; 2 and of the 
squire vrh o "returned fro :~ courts or Congresses to sit down with 
unaltered humility , in the church or in the town house on the 
plain '!flOOden bench, where honor came and sat down beside him" .3 
Thoreau mentions in Walden the signs hung out to lure t h e 
unwary , signs of the tavern, dry-gqods store, jeweller, barber, 
shoemaker, and tailor, 4 but when he wrote in his journal of his 
townspeople and cronie3 , they were the old farmers , the fisher-
men, woodcutters, the river folk---musquash hunters and Indians- -
and of course the Irish. That delightful volume, Men of Concord 
compiled entirely from t he journals of Thoreau, proves con-
clus ively t hat he \'las no misanthropist as some have assumed, but 
rather a sincere seeker after the inner worth and integrity of 
is fellow man , irregardless of the outer shell that rna~ pre-
to the world. 11 1tle do indeed s ee through and t h rough each 
ther, through the veil of the body, and see the real form and 
character in spite of t he garment."5 
• Emerson, Works , IV, 373 • 
• Ibid., IV, 371 • 
• Ibid., IV, 377 • 
• Thoreau, Walden, p. 189 • 
• Thoreau, Men , p. 58. 
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And of t he other river travellers t hat roamed the reacLes o 
the Musketaquid and were Thoreau's intimates, t he following 
might be typical : 
One in the stern paddling slowly along , while 
the other sat with his gun ready cocked and the dog 
ere ct in the prow, all eyes constantly scanning the 
surface amid the button-bushes and willows, for t he 
rats are not easy to distinguish from a bunch of dried 
grass or a stick . Suddenly one i s seen resting on h is 
perch, and crack goes the gun, and over t he dog i ns t antly 
goes to fet ch him. These men repres ent a clas s wh ich 
probably alwa; s exists, even i n t h e most civilized 
com~unity, and allies it to t he most savage .l 
The Concord community contai ned, t h en, a well-integrated 
group of towns men, a solid dependable class of farmers, a 
Transcendental group of writer s with their disciples and inevi-
table fringe of cranks , and on the river a half-savage clas s of 
hunters and fishermen, with here and there a solitary Indian. 
But the advent of the railroad e s we have observed, brought 
with it the Irish laborer, and it was inevitable t hat he would 
take his pla ce in the literature of t he era. He worked for the 
railroads at starva tion minimum wages of sixty cents for a s ix-
teen-hour day . 2 Most of the townspeople looked at him askance , 
for he was t he fi rst in the vanguard of "outsiders" that reached 
t he town of relatively pure English des cent; a nd most towns-
people expressed t heir alarm as did Thoreau; 
I observed this a fternoon t he old Irishwoman at 
the s hanty in the woods, sitting out on the hillside, 
bareheaded, in the rain and on the icy though t h awing 
ground, knitting •••• She will not have to go f a r to be 
buried, so close she lives to t he earth , while I walk 
still in a great coat and under a n umbrella. Such Iri sh 
as t hese a r e naturalizing themselves a.t a rapid r a te, 
and threaten at l ast to ispla ce the Yankees, as the 
~~~~~~h£¥ ft8 ew~~~--~----==========~====----====~--~==----~ 
1. Thoreau, Men , p. 115. 
2. Scudder, OP:" cit., p. 186 .• 3. Thoreau, _op~·~c=i~t., p. 58 
I have se ~n Penobscot Indians in this town, 
living in tents of thin cotton cloth, while the snow 
was nearl y a foot deep around the n, and I thought that 
they would be glad to have it deeper to keep out the 
wind.l 
or the Indian lived on the edge of the town and joined the 
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otley crew that peopled t he river and its banks---the strangely-
ssorted band wh ich Thoreau kne\v so well . Emerson adds, "Oc-
asionally a small party of Penobscot Indians would visit Concord 
nd pitch t heir tents for a few weeks i n su~ ner on the river-
nk u2 a • •. And Thoreau wrote in his journal : 
Here and there still you will find a man with 
Indian blood in his veins, an eccentric farmer descended 
from an Indian chief [wasn't Septimius Felton a half-
breed?] or you will see a solitary pure-blooded Indian, 
looking as wild as ever among the pines, one of t he last 
of the Massachusetts tribes, stepping into a railroad 
car with his gun. 
Still here and there an Indian squaw with her dog , 
her only companion, lives in so~e lone house, insulted 
by s choolchildren, naking baskets and picking berries 
her employment . You will meet her on the highway, with 
few children or none, with melancholy face, history, 
destiny; stepping after her race; who had stayed to 
tuck the 1 up in their long sleep . For whom berri es 
condescend to grow. I have not seen one on t h e 
Musketaquid for many a year, and so 1e who Cc ~ e up i n 
t h eir canoes and camped on its banks a dozen year s ago 
had to ask me where it came from. [ te s t i mony to Thoreau's 
knowledge of the rive~ A lone Indian woman without 
children, accompanied by her dog , wearing t he shroud 
of her race, performi~g the l a st offices for her 
departed race. Not yet absorbed into the elements 
a gajn; a daughter of the soil; one of the nobility of 
the land . The wh ite man a n imported weed , - 3-burdock and mullein which displaced the ground-nut . 
1 . Thoreau, Walden, p. 30 . 
2 . Thoreau , Writings, I , xxx . 
3 . Thoreau, ~en, pp. 18-19 . 
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And he had great admiration for the f a r ne rs of Concor d. In 
f'act, in the r es pectable folks he finda a worth "such as they 
/'Tho sit i n parlors never dream of". Like Gray who saw in the 
3toke Poges Churchyar d many a mute inglorious Milton, Thoreau 
ce leb rates much the s a~ne simple type in Concord. 
And: 
You shall see rude and sturdy , experienced and 
wise men, keeping their castles, or t eaming up their 
su~mer's wood, or chopping alone in the woods; ~en 
fuller of talk and rare adventure in the sun and \v ind 
t h an a chestnut is of meat, who were out not only in 
'75 and in 1812, but have been out every day of their 
lives; greater men t han Ho.ner, or Chaucer, or 
Shakespeare, only t h ey never ot time to say so; they 
never took to the way of writing. Look at t heir fields , 
and imagine wha t they might write if ever they should 
put pen to paper. Or what have they not written on the 
face of the earth already, clearing, and burning, and 
scratching, and harrowing, and plowing, and subsoiling, 
in and in, and out and out, and over and over, again 
a nd again , erasing1what they had already written for want of parchment. 
The respectable folks,---
Where dwell they? 
They whisper in the oaks, 
And they sigh in the hay; 
Summer and winter, night and day, 
Out on the me adow, there dwell they. 
They never die, 
Nor snivel nor cry, 
Nor ask our pity 
''11th a wet eye . 
A sound estate they ever mend, 
To every asker readi l y len~; ••• 
And so their good cheer never ends, 
For all are their debtors, and all their friend~. 2 
1. Thoreau, Week, p. 6. 
2. Ibid., p. 7. 
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Many were t h e literary pilgrims who cane to town to knock 
on Emerson's door and talk with the Concord worthies. And the 
reat ~an hims elf was almost naive in his utter disregard of hi s 
ersonal attraction for his circle of disciples and followers . 
e seemed to discount entirely the fact that it might have been 
he force of his genius tha t held the group toget her. He writes 
1t t h what Van Wyck Br ooks ca lls "childlike innocence 111 of a 
conversation wi th Thoreau: 
I sa j_d to him whE. t I often feel, I only know 
three persons who seem to me fully to see t hi s law of 
re ciprocity or compensation, ---himself [Thoreat.U , Alcott, 
and myself; and 'tis odd tha t we should all be neighbors ••• 2 
Some of Emerson's followers were earnest disciples, but in 
heir wake ca~e what we think of as the lunatic fringe. It was 
he age of reformers, and refor~ took many s t range shapes; 
awthorne was to call t hem the "hobgoblins of fle sh and blood."3 
Never was a poor little country village infested 
with suc·-1 a vari ety of queer, strangely dressed, oddly 
behaved mortals, most of who m took upon t~emselves to 
be important agents of the world's destiny, yet were 
simply bores of a very intense water. Such, I imagine, 
is the invariable character of persons who crowd so 
closely about an original thinker as to draw in his 
unuttered br~ath and thus become imbued with a false 
ori ~inality . 
It is hard to realize that a hundred years ago t here were 
til l a few Indians in and out of Concord. But we have a mple 
roof in the writings of Thoreau. 
1. Brooks, op. cit., p . 266 . 
2. Rusk, op. cit., p. 290. 
3. ~awthorne, Mosses, p . 36 . 
4. Loc. cit. 
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In his role of Gervayse Hastings, the cool observer and not 
the wa r m companion of mankind, it was natura l that Hawth orne 
could look upon t h e Irish shanties around Concord and be oblivi-
ous both to their social implications and to the living con-
ditions within. Just as he had lived and wri t ten in an atmos-
phere heavy with Anti-Slavery sentiments, a nd yet could maintain 
that "nobody was ever more justly hanged 11 , 1 than John Brown, so 
he could continue his walks to Walden Pond and see in t he little 
Irish hamlet springing up there only a poetic h a rmony with the 
landscape. 
In a small and secluded dell that opens upon the 
:nost beautiful cove of the whole lake, there is a little 
hamlet of huts or shanties inhabited by the Irish people 
who are at work upon the railroad. There are three or 
f our of these habitations, the very rudest I should 
imagine, that civilized man ever made for themselves,---
cons tructed of rough boards, with the protruding ends. 
Agains t some of them the earth is heaped up to the roof, 
or nearly so; a nd when the grass has had time to sprout 
upon t h em, they will look like s mal l natural hillocks, 
or a species of ant-hills,----something in which Nature 
has a larger- share t han man. Th ese huts are placed 
beneath t he trees, oaks, walnuts , and white pines, 
wherever t he trunks :;,ive the -n space to stand; and by 
thus adapting thems elves to natural interstices, instead 
o~ ma- ~ i ng new ones , t .... ey do not break or disturb the 
solitude and seclus ion of the pla ce . Voices are hea rd, 
and t he shouts [.nd laughter of children, who play about 
like the sunbeams t hat cone down t h r ough the branches. 
Women are was h ing in open spaces, and long lines of 
whitened clothes are extended from tree to tree, flutter-
ing and gamboling in t h e breeze. A pig, in a s t y even 
nore extemporary t han t he shant ies , i s grunting and 
poking his snout through t he clefts of his habitat ion. 
Th e h ousehold pots and kettles are s een at the doors; 
and a glance within shows the rough benches that serve 
for chairs, and t he bed upon the f loor. The visitor's 
nose takes a note of the f r agrance of a pipe. And yet, 
1. Scudder, op. cit., p. 222. 
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with all t hes e ho~ely items , the repose and s anctity of 
t h e old wood do not s e em to be destroyed or profa ned . 
It overshadows t he poor people , and a ssimilat es t hem 
somehow or other to t he char acter of its natura l inh2bit-
ants . Their presen ce d id not shock :1e any more t ha n if 
I had ~erely d iscove red a s quirr el ' s nest in a tree ••• • 
I have se ldom s een anything more beautiful than t he cove 
on t he border of which t he hut s a re s ituated ; and t he 
more I looked, t lle lovelier it grew . The tre ~ s over-
shadovfed it deeply; but on one s ide there \V'as s ome 
bri lliant shrubber y wh i ch s ee ned to light up t he \vhole 
picture wl t h the effect of a sweet a nd melan choly smi l e . 
I '' e lt as i f s pirits were there- --or a s if t hese shrubs 
had a s piritual li fe . I n short, the i mpres s ion was 
i ndefinable ; and, after gazing and musing a good while , 
I r etra ced my steps t£rou h the Iri sh hamlet, and plodded 
on along a wood- path . 
But to return to Thoreau , even though he lived a simple 
li f e, h e lived with d ign i ty, and h e h ad grea t conte :1pt for t h e 
Irish~an's obvi ous squa l or . Sometimes when he speaks of t h e 
stys t h e Irish have built around Walden, one wonders i f t h ey a r e 
for t h e pigs or t h e mselves . ::e wr ites of "th e shanty in t h e woo , 
whe r e human beings are lodged , l iterall y no better t han pigs in 
a s t y ,---litt l e children , a grown man and his wi f e, and an aged 
gr and"llot __ er living tl1is squa l ~ d life, s quatting on t he ground ,.~ 2 
Thoreau felt t he Irish mi sus ed t he i r lei s ure, f a iling to 
s e e perhaps t hat a l i fe time of con t empl ation to t he i gnorant 
bogtrotter would be a life wr~sted i ndeed . But Thoreau was quick 
t o ?ive credit where credi t was due . And althou~h he coul d 
11ever appre cia t e t he nat ive Irish humor , he did find in many of 
t heir number t hat integrity he sought in all men . "I found that 
t he shanty was warned by the simple social rela tions of t h e Iris 
1. Hawthorne , Notebooks, pp . 456-458 . 
2 . Thoreau, Men , p . 40 . 
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••• What if ther e is less f i re on the hearth, if there is more i 
t he heart. The s e Irish are not succeeding so ill after all ••. ~ 1 
We find him in one instance raising a purse so t hat a poor 
Irish nan could bring his f ani l y to t his country, 2 and his admi-
ration for t he tiny Irish schoolboy with little but his spunk to 
keep him warm in winter was sincere and spontaneous. The little 
fellow "having carri ed off the palm in t he intellectual contest 
vli th the ch ildren of luxury, ho'tT bravely he contemplates his 
dest iny: 
I am the little Irish boy, 
That lives in the shanty. 
I am five years old today , 
And s~all soon be one and twenty. 
• • • 
I shall grow up 
A~d be a great man 
And shovel all day 
As ha rd as I can.3 
They · showed me lit t le----------the other day, 
as bright a boy of five years as ever trod our paths, 
wh om you could not see for five minutes without loving 
and honoring him. He lives in what they c .11 t he 
shanty in t he woods. He had on, in the middle of 
J anuary of t he coldest winter we h ave had f or twenty 
years, one t h icknes s only of ragged cloth sewed o~ to 
his pantaloons over hi s little shirt , and shoes with 
large holes in the toes, into wh i ch the snow got, a s 
he wa s obliged to confess, he wh o had trodden five 
winters under his feet! Thus clad he walked a mile 
to s chool every day, over t h e bleakest of r a ilroad 
causeways, where I know by experience the grown man 
would frequently freeze his eara or nose if they were 
not well protected,--- f or his parents have no t her mometer, 
- - -all to get learning and warmt h and there to sit at 
the head of his bene~ . The s e clothes with countless 
patches , which had for vehicle---a shame ! shame!---
pantaloons that had been mine, they whispered to me, 
set as if his mother had fi t t ed the~ to a tea-ket t le 
first. 
1. Thoreau, Men, p. 75 . 2 . Ibid . , p . 100. 3. Ibid., p. 71. 
I glimpsed him the other morning taking his last 
step from his l ast snow-drift on to t he sbhoolhouse 
door-step, floundering still; saw not his face nor his 
pro f ile , only his mien, but saw cle arly in i maginat i on 
his 'old-worthy' f a ce behind the sober visor of his 
cap, and he revived to my mind the grave nobility and 
magnanimity of ancient heroes. He never was drawn in 
a willow wagon, but progres ses by his own brave1steps. Has n ot the world waited f or such a g enerat i on? 
1. Thoreau, Men, pp. 70-71. 
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IV Concord Writings Compared 
In conclusion, let us turn to en evalua tion of t~e Concord 
ritings of the se four authors under considera Jion . What is the 
importance of the Concord scene, or wha t is the indirect contri-
bution of the tovm to American Literature c:. s a whole? 
In this re spect we must admit t hat Hawthorne's best work 
a s neither written in nor about Concord.1 True, some of his 
est short tales were written at t he Manse, but they are but 
fragments of the whole. His biographer, Mark Van Doren, feels 
that the years of happiness at the Manse were ncessary for Haw-
horne to release the genius that wa s to flow into The Scarlet 
Letter, after he left Concord, and to spill over into The House 
of Seven Gables. 2 
Concord did, undeniably, give him a firm earthy idiom 
owever. To the critics who found in his early tales a continu-
ous repetition of the words "tremulous 11 and "airy 11 ,3 may we offe 
xamples of down to earth prose, found strangely enough in "The 
all of Fantasy". Speaking of the end of the world, he observes 
oo. 
too bad the enjoyable things of the old world must perish 
'Then the country frolics; the ho ~ely humor ; the 
broad, open-mouthed roar of laughter, in wh ich body and 
soul can join so heartily : I fear that no other world 
can show us anything like this! ••• ' 
'You speak like the very spirit of earth, imbued 
with a scent of freshly turned soil', exclaimed my friend.4 
• French, op. cit., p. 132 3. Ibid., p. 86 • 
• Van Doren, op. cit., p. 99. 4. Hawthorne, Mosses, 
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his live Concord prose certainly never was conjured up in the 
onely room on Herbert Street. 
Then too, we must keep in mind that Hawthorne was not a 
rolific writer. We have seen that even Emerson expected more 
rom his genius; but with this also in mind, the bulk of his 
oncord writings is not impressive. We can conclude tha t 
awthorne was, t hen, an author who wrote pleas i ngly about the 
own, but who cannot in any sense be claimed as a Concord author 
s can Emerson and Thoreau . 
Emerson on t he other hand, n ever an author until he came to 
oncord, early recognizes his debt to the quiet rural village 
nd its surrounding wood in p~oviding him the inward serenity 
' e cessary to reflection. Did he not intend to call his first 
ittle volume of essays Forest Essays, acknowledging the part 
Concord woods played in the formulation of h is thought? 
All my thoughts are fore s ters. I have scarce a 
day-dream on vlhich the breath of the pines has not 
blown, and their shadows wave~. Shall I not then call 
my little book Forest Ess ays? 
But we look in vain through thes e essays for specific 
minute descriptions of either t h e Walden Woods or the town. And 
why? Because Emerson, except in his poetry, uses t he Concord 
scene as a springboard to t he I deal . He speaks in parable s and 
uses t h e h omely illustrations of life about him only as manifes-
tatio~s of metaphysical truth. It was as if he could look at 
Concord and see t hrough h e r to her place in the total scheme of 
t h ings. 1. Emerson , Journals, p. 182. 
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In his poetry however, some of the most pleasing and least 
obscure of his themes are those of the Concord scene. "Hamatrea 1 , 
originally titled 11 Concord 11 , 1 11 Woodnotes 11 , 11 Musketaquid 11 , "In 
emoriam E.B.E. 11 , "Two Rivers 11 , a s well as the "Bumblebee", 
"Apology", all draw their inspiration from Concor • 
d one cannot belittle the " Concord Hymn" as mere patriotic fan 
To quote Alcott, May 3, 1877: 
I r eturn from Boston with Emerson who is to 
read his 'Rude Bridge' verses tomorrow evening at Old 
South--- ••• On asking h i n if he knew how good t _• e verses 
were when first written, he, s mi ling, replied: 'No, but 
Dr. Ripley did!' His fa ne has since followed and re-
turned home the shot then celebrated in his resounding 
verse.2 
But Alcott cannot be adequately judged as a writer at all. 
i s early unsystematic schooling may have been a t fault, but he 
issed completely the simple, lucid, crystaline style that gives 
horeau a lasting charm and beauty. His was ponderous, involved, 
over-florid prose, and i f he could call a spade by any other 
arne, he did. This was in sharp contrast with the ringing, well 
ounded periods of his conversations . And Emerson early dis-
couraged him from writing for publication, urging hi.n r a ther to 
e himself, t e thinker, teacher, reformer that he was. 
His mo at important published works concerned his contempo-
raries, "The Rhapsodist 11 was Emerson, and 11 The Fore s ter", .i:horea ; 
nd his best poem 11 Ion 11 , is a threnody for Emerson.3 As l as ting 
literature they must be valued mainly by t he light they throw 
pon the Concord group as a whole • 
• Alcott, Journals, p . 182 • 
• Ibid., p. 476. 3. Shepard, op. cit., p. 505. 
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But Thoreau has lifted Concord to a high place in the eyes 
of the world, and his debt to her is vast. He early recognized 
that a man's universe can be viewed only from where he stands; 
and that travel avails little if it i s merely a race to reach 
hone once more . 
Such is beauty ever,---neither 
now nor the n,---neither in Rome nor 
wherever there is a soul to admire . 
elsewhere because I do not find hef 
search will prove a fruitless one. 
here nor t here , 
in Athens, but 
If I seek her 
at hom~ , my 
True, he has written with ruthless insi&1t against any 
artificial standards or false value s of his towns nen, but of the 
town's natural beauty he has written with great tenderness. He 
has given stature and s i gnificance to the minutiae of his native 
scene. At the a ge of twenty-four he r e corded in his journal: 
Sept. 4, Saturday 
I think I could write a poem to be called 'Concord '. 
For argument I should have the River , the Woods , the 
Ponds, the Hills , the Fields, the Swamps and Meadows, 
the Streets and Buildings, and the Villagers. Then 
Morning , Noon, and Evening~ Spring, Summer, Autumn, 
and Winter , Night , Indian Sum~er, and the Mountains 
in t h e Horizon.2 
His life and writings were that poem. As Alcott noted of 
Thoreau in his journal, 
~ ith eyes abroad like his, Emerson 's, and 
Hawthorne's , Concord life and l andscapes should yield 
their contributions to t l e literature of our times and 
keep 3ts good fame fres h in the memory , and fair as 
ever • 
• Thoreau, Journals, p . 5 • 
• Ibid., p . 40 • 
• Alcott, Journals, p . 334. 
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Abstract 
Starting with the ad·nission that Thoreau was t he only one 
l
of t he Concord group to be born there, we are faced with the big 
question, 11 \'fuat brought t he others? II Surely "E·:nerson" is not 
the entire answer . For , indeed, what brought E:nerson? What was 
there abcut Concord that made her t he ideal town to harbor the 
r rans cendental group? 
~fter a thorough considera tion of the facts, we can con-
elude that E.e1erson, Alcott, and Hmtthorne joined Thoreau in his 
love f or t he town for the following reas ons: (1) its l a ck of 
enterprise or di stinction which kept the town relatively 
I ntouched although neighboring communities were being industri-
alized; (2) it s opportuniti e s for solitude or selusion; (3) the 
advantages of an uncluttered or simple life; (4) its peace; 
1(5) its beauty ; (6) its good society; (7) its easy proximity to 
r,o s ton; ~8) the low cost of living ; ( 9 ) its unchangeableness and 
{10) its sense of stability , in cont rast to the frontier. 
The Jew England Transcendental group, leaning on the German 
nd Far Eastern philosophies for t he backbone of its thinking , 
~ ound kindred spirits across the water in Carlyle, Coleridge, 
l~nd Wordsworth . And although Emerson, Alcott, and Thoreau 
eartily embraced Transcendental thought , Hawthorne was a man ap t . 
Hawthorne (1804-1864) had much of the Puritan strain in 
im since he was concerned with hu~an sin and its earthly expi-
.tion. Although he ca 1e to Concord in 1842 with his bride, he 
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remained at t·~ e Old Manse jus t t hre e years before he entered 
service at t he custo11s house in Salem. He continuously a lterYlat_l 
ed the li fe of a writer and the life of a pol itical apointee . 
And w~en he r eturned fro m Europe to Concord to spend t he l as t 
four yea r s of h is life a t Wayside, his crea tive genius was worn 
thin and h is sensitive na ture recoiled from any s oc ial co tact 
l~ith his neighbors. 
Emerson (1803-1882) had t h e ties of f amily to bring him to 
Concord; his ancestors h ad been t h e town's ministe r s for gener-
ations. And when he bought what we now know as the Emerson 
House in 1835, it was to be home for his remaining years. He 
~ound t he quiet and repose o f the little village , her innocent 
river, her woodland walks, a ll ne cessary to the new li fe he had 
chosen, tha t of the poet-philosopher. 
Alcott (1799-1888) was drawn to Concord by Emerson's power-
ful influence but s t ayed t o love i t on its own account. He will 
be r e1e mb ered mainly for his efforts in spreading the "new" 
t h ought by his fa~ous Conversati ons, r ather t han by any actual 
i ritings he has l eft for posterity. He was considered by 
Emers on and his contemporaries as a great man , and we must keep 
t h is in mind when vle pass judgement on his most obvious practi-
cal failures in life. 
Thoreau (1817-1862) was Concord's most radi cal thinker, and 
he acted a ccordingly. He looked askance at the growing ~ateri­
~lism of h is age and immediately cut down his own needs in order 
to live as simply and a s genuinely as possible. He went the 
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farthest of the group in the actual intimate cont ~ ct ~· ith natur , 
I 
and is conseq ue ntly conside r ed more the poet-naturalist t han 
t he philosopher . His !alden ex per i nen t has immorta lized t __ e 
little Concord pond o ; that name , and has given tit l e to s. work 
now so 1eth ing of an international class ic . 
11 rhe '"'roup gs a whole en oyed very little free social inter-
c our ' e u i th the r e s t of the ~oncord t o·•n s pe ople . ~r e town re s -II 
pected intellect , but loo ed upon tJe out cropping of philosophe~s 
as a freak i 3h pheno neno:h, the ::J ub j e ct o . many a home l y joke 
a l on3 t h e Aill Da 1 . 
Concord of one hundred year 3 ago as seen through t h e works 
(..; 
of t '1ese four authors , v-,ras" provincial co ·nrnuni t } :::l ti l l living 
close to the land . ?ore ign he l p was a relatively new innovatio 
but in most r e spect s the town vie S untouched by the :.ndustrial 
ch -n g.gs apparent elsewhere . 
Of C:oncord's famous landma r~c s , ··a1 t 1orne gi ves a delightfu 
'Ji cture o _' t he O~d '!T.q nse where he spent the happiest three yea _ 
of h is life, and inv ~sts it with 211 t he trappings of t he Gothi 
rom::nce, co 1f)lete lith ghosts. earby lay tl:e battleground , 
described b · both Thoreau and Hawt orne, &nd the abut~ents of 
t he rude bridge of E1ers on ' s 11 ~oncord Hymn" . 
-- ~ wt .or_'le was 1ore inte r-e s ted in the grc..v es of t h e fallen 
British , however, and vlas to weave a loca l legend concerning th~ 
fallen foe into the nove l of his last years at ~ayside , Se 'Jti ni s 
Felton. In t hat novel, '3e :Jti 'liua )aced up and down Revolutionary 
tl 
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ou3e and Wayside . I n Concord Days, Alcott describes the wide 
anorama he see s from his rustic bench under the shadow o f t~:is 
sa r1e ridge. 
But the great marvel of the age , the Fitchburg Railroad , 
inked Concord and Boston by 1844, and induced comment from all 
our v1ri ters . 
Of Concord's natural surroundings , volumes of praise have 
e en written . True , the cl imate was vari able , and cruel in its 
xtremes . But the muddy , sluggish lit t le Concord Riv r has had 
ore tender descriptions than any other river in history . There 
ere too , the level unpretentious meadows and farmlands con-
r eflection and study. And one must not overlook also 
he benefit s of the g~rden, both pr actical and aesthetic . The 
oods were acknowledged a s a high source of inspiration, and 
alks to the clear lucid weters of Walden Pond were frequent 
stimula ting. 
And of the inhabitant s , our authors tell us , there were the 
ownspeople, set apart f rom the far mers by occupation, the simple 
t a lwart far~ers the~s elves, the literar y pilgrims with the 
unatic fringe t hat fo llowed a s a necessary evil, and on the 
iver the half-sav&ge class of Indians, hunters and trappers , 
finally t h e Irish brought in orig inally to work the railroad 
not yet assimilated into the texture of town society . 
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\ihat t h en was the relative value of all this descriptive 
material t h e se four authors have l e ft concerning the l i ttle town 
of Concord? Vfe can conclude that Hawthorne, \vi t h the exception 
of so~e of his b est s hort stories written at the '1anse , did not 
writ e hi3 best work in or about Concord, and never really made 
union with Concord earth. Emerson on the other hand was never 
an author unt i l he came to the town and considered that the town 
and surroundings provided him with all his ideas in the rough . 
But except in his poetry Eme rson used the Concord s cene as the 
point of departure for t he ideal, and used speci f ic ho •nely refer 
ences only as illustrations of universal truth. Alcott cannot 
be adequately judged except as a teacher, reformer and philosoph r, 
s o it re:nained f or Thoreau to imrnortalize the little town in his 
special treatment of a ll its nost minute details. This he did 
and ad ·nirably in his short life, fe e ling , and rightly, tha t man 
must seek for beauty close to horne or fail miserably in the 
search. 
